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Executive Summary 
The analysis as to whether Gatwick has substantial market power (SMP) is a critical 
test in considering whether or not Gatwick should be licensed from April 2014.  

On the basis of the CAA’s Competition Guidelines,1 we have concluded that Gatwick 
Airport does not have, nor is it likely to acquire, SMP. Accordingly, the minimum 
condition for the application of formal regulation over Gatwick Airport is not met.  This 
submission is in three parts: 

• The high hurdle of the SMP test; 

• The evidence that Gatwick does not have SMP; and 

• Continuation of formal regulation will hinder innovation and competition. 

Part I: The SMP Test 

The Government’s proposed reforms focus on a new licensing regime, under which 
the CAA can issue a licence to an airport operator if it decides: 

1. The relevant operator has, or is likely to acquire, substantial market power in a 
market, either alone or taken with such other persons as the CAA considers 
appropriate (this is similar to the current SMP test under section 40B of the Act); 
and 

2. Competition law (defined to include UK and EU competition law) does not 
provide sufficient protection against the risk that the relevant operator may 
engage in conduct that amounts to an abuse of that SMP (this is equivalent to 
conduct that amounts to an abuse of dominance under Chapter 2 of the 
Competition Act 1998); and 

3. For users of air transport services, the benefits of regulating the relevant operator 
by means of a licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.  

The assessment requires detailed consideration of the individual characteristics of 
the market, involving a comprehensive examination of  all the actual and potential 
competitive constraints on Gatwick from both within the market (e.g. Luton, Stansted 
and Heathrow) and outside.  This must be undertaken against the background of 
Gatwick’s market share being below the level usually associated with dominance.   

Even were the CAA to find SMP, any decision to impose formal regulation would 
require the fulfilment of the two further tests.  First, the CAA will need to determine 
both the risk of abuse and establish why competition law is insufficient to deal with it.  
Second, the benefits of any regulatory solution will need to outweigh its costs.  While 
Gatwick has not covered these areas in any depth in this submission which deals 
with SMP, it does not consider that either of these tests would be met.  Since the 
change in ownership, Gatwick has focused relentlessly on improving passenger 
experience, working on all aspects of its operations to make it more competitive, 
investing in new facilities, improving services, innovating and becoming far more 
responsive to its customers, while bringing more intensity, dynamism and innovation 

                                                 
1
 Guidance on the assessment of airport market power, CAA, April 2011 
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to the business.  In doing so, Gatwick has gone well beyond the regulatory contract 
established for Q5. 

Applying a price cap is a major market intervention which should not be taken except 
where it has been demonstrated, at a minimum, that the firm concerned has 
substantial market power.  It would entail the CAA concluding that, despite the break-
up of BAA, the evidence that supported that decision, the competitive behaviours 
and innovation demonstrated since break-up, and recent and prospective changes in 
the capacity position, including those presented by the Competition Commission in 
its latest decision on the divestment of Stansted, Gatwick is, or is likely to become, 
dominant.  That is a high hurdle which is not met.   

The onus is on the CAA to overcome this hurdle and demonstrate that SMP exists.   

Part II: Gatwick is not dominant and does not have 
substantial market power 

Gatwick is currently price regulated because of its previous position as part of BAA, 
which at that time had 92% of the South East market.  Gatwick’s sale has therefore 
removed the rationale for the Gatwick price cap.  Gatwick’s market share – at most 
25% – is below that associated with dominance and there is compelling evidence of 
innovation and competitive behaviours consistent with the Competition 
Commission’s and CAA’s expectations when calling for the break-up of BAA’s South 
East airport monopoly.  Indeed, the CAA has itself noted a ‘degree of competition 
and innovation not seen under common ownership’.2 

Given the interventions of the last few years, including relevant EU investigations, 
the analysis of airport competition is a well tilled field. The CAA has itself produced a 
significant amount of evidence and analysis in connection with both de-designation 
exercises and the Competition Commission investigation.  The CAA established a 
number of methodological approaches which we would expect to see maintained.  
Using these and following the CAA’s Competition Guidelines, the evidence we have 
assembled is summarised below.   

Gatwick’s market share falls well short of the level associated with dominance  

Gatwick now accounts for at most 25% of the South East market, faces at least three 
major competitors (Heathrow, Stansted and Luton) and several smaller ones 
(London City, Southend, Southampton).  It is Heathrow, not Gatwick, that is the clear 
market leader reinforcing the lack of SMP at Gatwick.   

Airlines and passengers can and do switch 

Airlines and passengers have the potential to switch to and from the airport – and 
this is what happens in practice.  

Standard competition analysis and best practice suggest that the focus of 
substitutability should be on marginal customers, those able and willing to move. The 
existence of some groups of non-marginal passengers that have a strong preference 

                                                 
2
 CAA response to CC provisional consideration of possible change of material changes of 

circumstances, CAA, April 2011 
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for Gatwick is less relevant to the examination of market definition and market 
power.  The importance of such marginal analysis has been consistently made by 
the CAA in its various investigations3. 

For passengers, the CAA’s own figures indicate knowledge, consideration and use of 
alternatives to Gatwick4.  Examination of iso-chrones, catchment areas and 
passenger survey responses all demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt that a 
substantial proportion of passengers view two or more of the South East airports as 
good substitutes, and therefore that the number of marginal passengers is large.  

For Gatwick’s airlines, the predominant model at the airport is point to point.  This 
gives airlines greater flexibility to switch meaningful volumes, as compared with the 
network model found at hubs.  Indeed, even Gatwick’s long haul takes predominantly 
a point to point form and, being leisure focussed, is subject to greater competitive 
pressures than business focussed routes.  

We note that effective competition does not require that all of Gatwick’s airlines are 
able to switch.  The withdrawal of a limited number of services can have a major 
impact on Gatwick’s economics.  This point is also linked to passenger 
substitutability.  We note that a switch in a relatively small number of passengers can 
make a flight less profitable thereby increasing the propensity of that flight to switch.  
In this way, the impact of marginal passenger switching is magnified by the nature of 
airline and airport operations and economics.  

Switching costs for most of Gatwick’s traffic are generally low and the presence of 
some moderate switching costs does not imply a lack of substitutability between 
airports for airlines. 

Capacity is not a constraint on competition 

There is a good deal more spare capacity than there was at the time of the 
Competition Commission’s BAA investigation. This has been confirmed in the 
Competition Commission’s recent decision on Stansted disposal as well as the DfTs 
recent traffic forecasts5.  This position is likely to persist for a considerable time given 
the current economic outlook.  

There is also likely to be scope through operational enhancements to improve 
capacity including at peak times.  Improvements have already been made at Gatwick 
since BAA’s ownership. 

In any case, the presence of scarce capacity is, as the CAA has previously argued, 
not necessarily an indicator of market power nor a reason for formal regulation.  As 
airline moves to and at Heathrow show, the existence of scarcity does not preclude 
competition.  The example of the destiny of the Heathrow bmi slots merely 
demonstrate the latest headwind seen at Gatwick.  Moreover, given that airport 
capacity investments are large, “lumpy” and entail significant externalities, the CAA 
has been consistent that periods of capacity scarcity are to be expected and are 
consistent with a well functioning competitive market.   

                                                 
3
 The dedesignation investigations into Stansted and Manchester being most relevant 

4
 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011 

5
 UK aviation forecasts, DfT, August 2011 
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Gatwick is operating competitively and innovating   

In its review of the competitive landscape, the CAA must consider the improved 
performance of Gatwick since the change of ownership.  This change in performance 
is important for two reasons.  First, it directly supports the expectations of the 
Competition Commission and the CAA when the decision to break up BAA’s South 
East monopoly was taken.  Second, the improved performance will be relevant as 
the CAA considers the risk of abuse of a dominant position (if found by the CAA).  
This impacts directly on whether any regulatory remedy is required and, if so, the 
nature of it.     

Since the sale of Gatwick, we have invested more efficiently to the benefit of 
passengers and airlines.  We are seeing increased passenger satisfaction as 
measured by the CAA’s service quality metrics, our own QSM findings, the ratio of 
complaints to compliments, our passenger focus groups and the direct feedback 
received via our social media platforms.  We have worked hard to attract new airlines 
to the airport while seeking to retain our existing customers.   

As well as improving efficiency and service quality, Gatwick has introduced a range 
of innovative new products.  The South Terminal security area, family-friendly 
security lanes, check-in improvements and changes in the way we look after 
passengers with reduced mobility, are just some of the innovative ways we are 
seeking to compete.  None of these initiatives were stipulated by the CAA.  Many 
were implemented at incremental direct cost and with a significant loss of revenue, 
thereby reflecting the behaviour of a competing business.     

Airlines with a significant degree of buyer power account for the majority of Gatwick’s 
traffic 

Gatwick faces significant buyer power from airlines that account for the majority of 
Gatwick’s traffic. This includes easyJet (which accounts for around 35% of Gatwick 
traffic), British Airways (with around 15%), and some other airlines that account for 
smaller shares of Gatwick’s traffic.  We have needed to offer discounts to attract 
some of our newer airlines to Gatwick and we have seen our existing airlines move 
routes to Heathrow and Stansted.  This is all evidence of buyer power. 

Gatwick also faces competition from sources outside the market (where the market 
is defined as the South East).  Most important of these is the ability of some airlines, 
in particular low cost carriers (LCCs), to switch aircraft capacity to non-UK airports.  
Competition from regional airports is also important, and competition from other 
forms of transport for very short haul services also needs to be taken into account.  
In this submission, we provide evidence showing that LCCs can rapidly move aircraft 
between their various bases.  

The competitive price level is above the prevailing regulated price level at Gatwick, 
perhaps significantly    

The CAA recognises that best practice competition analysis requires the estimation 
of a “competitive price level”.  There is no unique value for this, rather a range of 
estimates.  Using the CAA’s own methodology, and following discussions with the 
CAA, we have developed estimates of “incremental costs”.   We have also looked at 
the level of airport charges set by our competitors.  Finally, the fact that Gatwick has 
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excess demand for some of the day is suggestive of prices below a market clearing 
price.   All these ways of looking at Gatwick’s current prices indicate current prices at 
Gatwick are below the competitive price level.  The CAA recognises that any market 
assessment must take account of this evidence.    

Collating the evidence 

Finally, in line with best practice and its own approach, the CAA needs to assess the 
cumulative impact of all the constraints on Gatwick, from within and outside the 
market.   As with its previous market assessments of Stansted and Manchester, the 
CAA will come to a view on the balance of all the evidence it collects.  The level of 
the SMP hurdle means that the case for dominance has to be made to a convincing 
standard.   

Part III: Regulation will hinder the development of 
competition and innovation 

It is widely recognised, including by the CAA, that regulation stifles competitive 
forces.  For this reason, regulators have sought to move ahead of the game so as to 
give competition more chance to develop.  In Gatwick’s case, it is important to 
recognise that the sort of commercial relationships we wish to see with our 
customers cannot develop freely in the shadow of regulatory decision-making which 
inevitably displaces and alters commercial interactions.   As in other areas, the full 
benefits of competition will only arise with the lifting of the distorting impacts of 
regulation.   

A continuation of formal regulation at Gatwick will inevitably result in the airport’s 
conduct and performance being primarily influenced by regulatory incentives and not 
by competitive forces.  Given the CAA’s stated objective (and soon to be statutory 
duty) to promote competition between airports the CAA will need to give careful 
consideration to the interaction between regulation and competition. 

We have raised with the CAA that any prospect of Stansted being de-regulated, 
while Gatwick remains subject to formal regulation would greatly hinder Gatwick’s 
ability to continue to compete, and would give a key competitor of Gatwick an unfair 
advantage. 

We are looking to the CAA to give a very clear steer in Spring 2012 on a no SMP 
finding for Gatwick and to reach a firm conclusion as quickly as possible.  This will 
allow the business to plan on a firmer basis and to commence a contract based, 
commercial discussion with its customers.  Anything less will effectively pre-
determine the outcome towards formal regulation from 2014 as we will be unable to 
progress commercial discussions.   

Conclusion 

Using the CAA’s competition guidelines, supported by the CAA’s views, we have 
assembled sufficient evidence clearly to show that Gatwick does not have 
substantial market power and that the minimum condition for designating the airport 
and applying a licence is therefore not met.  
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The Competition Commission described numerous ways in which competition might 
manifest itself in its original market investigation, and has subsequently concluded 
that there is greater scope for competition in the near term than it originally 
anticipated.  The CAA considered that the Competition Commission had under-
estimated the benefits that might arise from competition and rivalry.   

There are now a range of indications in Gatwick Airport’s performance and behaviour 
of the competitive dynamic forecast by the Competition Commission and the CAA.  
This competitive dynamic reflects the competitive constraints to which the airport is 
subject and the resultant need, therefore, for it to seek out new business and retain 
that which it has.  It is important that this competitive dynamic is allowed to develop 
further. 

We conclude that Gatwick does not have SMP; the CAA does not need to regulate 
Gatwick; and that if the CAA gives this clear steer, commercial negotiations between 
Gatwick and its airlines can start in earnest.   
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Part I 

The SMP test  

Summary 

• Under the new regime set out in the Civil Aviation Bill, a licensing regime will be introduced.   
As part of this assessment, the CAA must determine whether an airport operator has, is 
likely to acquire, substantial market power.   

• The concept of SMP already exists under the current regime: Under the Airports Act 1986 
an airport can be designated (and therefore subject to certain regulatory obligations) where 
the Secretary of State considers that this is warranted on the basis of an examination by 
the CAA of whether the airport has, or is likely to acquire, substantial market power. 

• The meaning of “substantial market power” and “significant market power” has been 
considered at a European and a UK level in a range of contexts.  It has been accepted – 
including by the CAA – to be synonymous with the concept of dominance as applied in 
general competition law.  The burden of proof to establish that an airport has SMP, and to 
justify the imposition of ex-ante regulation, rests with the CAA. 

• The assessment of market power requires detailed consideration of the individual and 
changing circumstances of the market, as described in the CAA guidelines.  This is a 
forward looking analysis which – as the CAA has recognised – needs to take into account 
the changing nature of the UK market. 

• However, there is no presumption under the new regime that operators with SMP should 
be subject to ex-ante regulation.  The CAA, before making a market power determination, 
must be satisfied not only that an operator has, or is likely to acquire, SMP, but also: 

o that competition law (defined to include UK and EU competition law) does not 
provide sufficient protection against the risk that the relevant operator may 
engage in conduct that amounts to an abuse of that SMP; and 

o that the benefits of regulating the relevant operator, for users of air transport 
services, are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.  

• Licences may be subject only to such conditions (including price control conditions) as the 
CAA considers “necessary or expedient”, having regard to its duties to further the interests 
of users and promote competition and to the risk of conduct that amounts to an abuse of 
SMP.  The CAA is encouraged to consider first the use of general competition law and, only 
where that is not appropriate, is given a wide discretion to develop licence conditions which 
reflect the economic and competitive realities of the current and future market. 

• Under the new regulatory regime there will be enhanced rights of appeal: while existing 
judicial review principles will remain, the CAT will have authority to consider appeals 
regarding determinations of market power and the Competition Commission will consider 
appeals in relation to licence conditions.  This form of appeal reinforces the standard which 
the CAA’s analysis will need to meet. 
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Introduction 

This section sets out how, in the view of Gatwick, market power falls to be assessed 
in relation to airports.  It suggests the approach that the CAA should take in deciding 
whether Gatwick has Substantial Market Power (SMP), in particular by reference to: 

• The application of the CAA’s existing and proposed statutory duties in relation to 
the assessment of market power; 

• The established definition of, and approach to, assessing SMP as adopted by the 
European Commission, the UK Government and the CAA itself; and 

• The CAA’s previous advice to the Secretary of State on the de-designation of 
Manchester and Stansted airports.  

Market power and the current regime 

Section 40 of the Airports Act 1986 (the Act) requires the CAA to impose certain 
regulatory obligations on airports that are “designated” by the Secretary of State for 
the purposes of the legislation.  Currently, three airports (Heathrow, Gatwick and 
Stansted) are designated by the Secretary of State in this way.   

The original drafting of section 40 of the Act did not make any reference to the 
criteria for designation or the principles of competition – reflecting the then current 
structure of the industry and absence of any substantive competition.  However, 
Article 23 of the Airport Charges Regulations 2011 (the 2011 Regulations) introduced 
new sections 40A and 40B into the Act – reflecting the changed competitive 
landscape and presaging the far more comprehensive proposed reform of the 
economic regulation of UK airports, which is discussed below.  Section 40A provides 
that the Secretary of State must designate an airport for the purposes of the Act if: 

• the airport is a regulated airport for the purposes of the 2011 Regulations (i.e. if 
more than 5 million passenger movements took place in the relevant year); and 

• the Secretary of State considers that designation is warranted on the basis of a 
market power examination carried out by the CAA in relation to the airport 
operator.   

The circumstances in which a market power examination may be conducted are 
described in Section 40B.  Section 40B(1) provides that the CAA may (whenever it 
considers it appropriate), or must (at the request of the Secretary of State or a 
person with sufficient interest), examine whether an airport operator in relation to a 
regulated airport has, or is likely to acquire, substantial market power (whether alone 
or taken with such other persons as the CAA considers relevant) and the nature and 
extent of that power. 

The new regulatory regime and the CAA’s revised duties 

The Government’s 2009 review of airport regulation set out proposals to take 
account of the fundamental changes to the airports sector since the coming into the 
force of the Act and to create a regime which applied more modern regulatory 
concepts.   
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The 2009 proposals were endorsed in large part by the current Coalition 
Government,6 culminating in the publication on 23 November 2011 of the draft Civil 
Aviation Bill (the Draft Bill).  Commenting on the Draft Bill, the Secretary of State said 
that the intended introduction of the Bill into Parliament near the beginning of 2012,  

“would help ensure that the CAA does not have to set airport price controls 
for the 5-year period 2014-2019 under the existing system.”7   

The Government recognises that the current regime “does not meet the standards 
expected from a modern regulatory regime” and “is now burdensome, 
disproportionate … and distorts competition between airlines”.8  The Draft Bill 
therefore substantially overhauls the regulation of airports in the UK, introducing a 
new licensing regime for the purposes of regulating airports with SMP.    

The Draft Bill proposes that the CAA’s statutory duties be amended to give it the 
following general duty (referred to in the Explanatory Notes as the “primary duty”):9  

“to carry out its functions … in a manner which it considers will 
further the interests of users of air transport services regarding the 
range, availability, continuity, cost and quality of airport operation 
services.”10 

The CAA must perform this duty,  

“where appropriate, by carrying out the functions in a manner which it 
considers will promote competition in the provision of airport operation 
services.”11       

Under the Draft Bill, the CAA is also required to have regard to the principles that 
regulatory activities should be (a) carried out in a manner that is transparent, 
accountable, proportionate and consistent; and (b) targeted only at cases in which 
action is needed.12  The Secretary of State is bound by the same obligations.13    

The Draft Bill introduces a new licensing regime to replace the current system of 
airport designation.  The finding of SMP remains a component of the assessment as 
to whether a licence is required in respect of a particular airport area, but will 
become one of three statutory tests the CAA is required to conduct before 
determining that a licence needs to be issued.  Those tests are discussed further 
below.    

                                                 
6 On 21 July 2010, the then Secretary of State for Transport, Philip Hammond MP, confirmed the 
Coalition Government’s intention to proceed with reform of the economic regulation of airports, retaining 
the key features of the DfT’s 2009 consultation, including the introduction of a licensing regime and 
granting concurrent powers to the CAA with respect to competition matters. 
7
 Written statement by Justine Greening MP on 23 November 2011 

8
 Explanatory Notes to the Draft Civil Aviation Bill (the “Explanatory Notes”), para 11-13. 

9
 Explanatory Notes, at para 26. 

10
 Draft Bill, clause 1(1).   

11
 Draft Bill, clause 1(2).   

12
 Draft Bill, clause 1(4). 

13
 Draft Bill, clause 3. 
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The interpretation of SMP 

The European Commission has defined market power as “the power to influence 
market prices, output, innovation, the variety or quality of goods and services, or 
other parameters of competition on the market for a significant period of time”, and 
has applied the concept to the ex-post enforcement of Article 102 to exclusionary 
conduct by dominant undertakings.14     

The concept of substantial market power (as described in the Act) aligns with the 
European concept of significant market power.  As noted by the Government (see 
above), significant market power has been used to justify the ex-ante regulation, 
including the economic regulation of prices, of those markets where competition has 
not yet fully taken hold.  Historically, this has been in relation to liberalised former 
state monopolies in sectors such as utilities, telecommunications and infrastructure.  
In its 2002 Framework Directive on telecommunications, the Commission defined 
significant market power as arising where an undertaking “either individually, or 
jointly with others, enjoys a position of economic strength affording it the power to 
behave to an appreciable extent independently of competitors, customers and 
ultimately consumers”.15  This definition mirrors precisely the definition of dominance 
articulated by the European Court of Justice in the United Brands decision16 and 
correlates with the CAA’s definition of SMP in its April 2011 guidance (see below). 

The DfT’s view of SMP also aligns very closely with the European Commission’s 
approach that dominance and significant/substantial market power are essentially 
synonymous.  It considers that: 

“unless an airport has or is likely to have substantial market power 
to the extent that it has substantial ability to increase and sustain 
prices profitably above the competitive level or restrict output or 
quality below the competitive level, it should not be considered for 
designation.  [The DfT] considers that an airport in this position 
would also be dominant within the meaning of the Chapter II 
prohibition and Article [102]: a necessary but not sufficient condition 
for designation”.17 

                                                 
14

 Discussion Paper on the Application of Article [102] of the Treaty to Exclusionary Abuses, December 
2005.  The OFT has defined market power as “the ability profitably to sustain prices above competitive 
levels or restrict output or quality below competitive levels.” (OFT Assessment of Market Power 
(December 2004), at para 1.4).   
15

 Directive 2002/21 (OJ 2002 L 108/33), at para 2.   
16

 Case 27/76 United Brands v. Commission [1978] ECR 207.  There are policy reasons underlying the 
distinction between the terms “significant market power” and “dominance”, but the two share a common 
conceptual basis.  As noted above, significant market power is used in the context of a particular 
regulated market to designate, ex-ante, undertakings which in the near/medium term would be able to 
distort competition.  By contrast, the ex-post assessment of dominance is only relevant when potentially 
abusive conduct occurs.  However, in practical terms, these distinctions are narrow in scope and the 
assessment of significant market power and dominance has generally been conducted as if the two 
concepts were identical.  Indeed, the Commission’s SMP Guidelines explicitly correlate dominance and 
SMP in determining the principles to apply to market analysis and assessment of significant market 
power.  See generally O’Donoghue and Padilla, The Law and Economics of Article 82 EC (Oxford and 
Portland, Oregon, 2006), at pages 171-172.   
17

 De-designation of Manchester and Stansted airports for price control regulation,  CAA, July 2007, 
para 2.12. 
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In line with these approaches, the CAA has also treated SMP and dominance as 
essentially interchangeable concepts – stating that, for its purposes, “the level of 
market power enjoyed by a dominant undertaking is equivalent to SMP”.18  According 
to its April 2011 Guidance, the CAA’s policy regarding SMP is to “apply section 41 of 
the Airports Act 1986 in accordance with the principles of EU and UK competition 
law” and that “the prohibited forms of conduct under section 41 broadly equate to the 
forms of conduct that would constitute an abuse of a dominant position”.19 

The Draft Bill also plainly considers that there is no distinction between SMP and 
dominance, as it states that “conduct may amount to an abuse of SMP if it is conduct 
described in section 18(2)(a) to (d) of the Competition Act 1998”.20  It further requires 
the CAA to assess the risk that an abuse of market power may occur – not to 
assume a theoretical possibility that it might (see below).   

Implications of a finding of SMP  

Current regime 

As noted above, the finding of SMP is a necessary component for designation under 
the current regime, but it is not the only step required even under the current regime.  
The CAA’s market power examination under section 40B of the Act is required to 
examine not only whether SMP exists, but also the nature and extent of that SMP.  In 
addition, under section 40A, the Secretary of State must consider whether 
designation is warranted. 

Where an airport is designated under the Act, section 40(1) obliges the CAA to put 
price control conditions in place on the extent of charges the airport operator may 
levy.  However, the Act does not prescribe the nature of the price control that must 
be imposed in any detail. 

Proposed licensing regime 

The test for imposing ex-ante regulation under the proposed new regime is more 
onerous than that in place under the Act and clearly demonstrates the important role 
that enforcement through ex-post competition law will have in the future.  Under the 
Draft Bill, there are three cumulative statutory tests for the CAA positively to 
demonstrate when determining market power in order to assess when a licence is 
required.21  These are that: 

1. The relevant operator has, or is likely to acquire, substantial market power in a 
market, either alone or taken with such other persons as the CAA considers 
appropriate (this is similar to the current SMP test under section 40B of the Act); 
and 

2. Competition law (defined to include UK and EU competition law) does not 
provide sufficient protection against the risk that the relevant operator may 

                                                 
18

 Guidance on the Assessment of Airport Market Power, CAA, 2011, at para 2.11. 
19

 Ibid., at para 2.10.   
20

 Draft Bill, clause 7(8)(b). 
21

 Draft Bill, clause 7.   These tests are similar to the current DfT criteria for designating airports, but are 
now given statutory footing and reflect the revised conceptual basis for airport regulation under the Draft 
Bill.    
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engage in conduct that amounts to an abuse of that SMP (as noted above, this is 
equivalent to conduct that amount to an abuse of dominance under Chapter 2 of 
the Competition Act 1998); and 

3. For users of air transport services, the benefits of regulating the relevant operator 
by means of a licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.  

Under the general principles of competition law, an undertaking may be dominant in 
a particular market, but this fact alone does not mean that it is in violation of Article 
102 of the Treaty on the Functioning on the European Union (TFEU) or Chapter 2 of 
the Competition Act 1998.  Rather, competition law is designed to deter abuse of that 
dominant position.  That core principle of competition law has been transposed into 
the Draft Bill – a finding that SMP exists is merely the first step.  In order to introduce 
formal regulation, the CAA must then show that general competition law does not 
sufficiently protect against the risk of an abuse of that SMP.    

As noted above, the Draft Bill22 contemplates in particular that the following conduct 
would constitute such an abuse: 

1. directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchase or selling prices or other unfair 
trading conditions;  

2. artificially limiting capacity or innovation to the prejudice of consumers;  

3. applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading 
parties, thereby placing them at a competitive disadvantage; and 

4. making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of 
supplementary obligations which, by their nature or according to commercial 
usage, have no connection with the subject of the contracts. 

There is no evidence that Gatwick since separation has engaged in any of these 
forms of conduct, nor is there any evidence to suggest that there is a risk that it will 
do so in the future, particularly in light of the transparency requirements of the Airport 
Charges Directive (ACD) and the oversight role of the CAA in relation to competition.  
Quite the contrary, we set out in this submission the steps that Gatwick has taken to 
respond to competitive pressures.  So, in the event of a finding of SMP, it follows that 
the normal principles of competition law should be more than sufficient to contain 
any risk of abuse occurring, and to deal with it decisively in the unlikely event that it 
did occur.   Finally, the CAA must establish that the benefits of intervention outweigh 
the potential adverse effects, in terms of detriment to competition and, ultimately, to 
end-users of airport services.   

This is quite unlike the CAA’s current obligations under the Act, which do not place 
the furtherance of the interests of end-users in a position of primacy.  As set out later 
in this submission, the advent of competition and independent ownership of Gatwick 
has given rise to a number of customer benefits, rather than any detrimental anti-
competitive behaviour.  Under the Draft Bill, the CAA will be required, in the final 
analysis, to base its determination on what is best for consumers.      
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 Draft Bill, clause 7(8)(b) 
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CAA’s findings on SMP in the case of Manchester and 
Stansted  

The application of the current SMP test was considered in 2007, when the CAA 
recommended the de-designation of both Manchester and Stansted airports to the 
Secretary of State.  The CAA noted that both airports would (in the absence of 
designation) still be subject to the application of the general principles of competition 
law, the possibility of action under section 41 of the Act and the possibility of re-
designation at a point in the future, should circumstances require.23  

In relation to Stansted, the CAA concluded that, both within and outside of the BAA 
umbrella, Stansted did not have either current or future SMP by reference to its 
market shares of the relevant geographic market (which the CAA’s catchment area 
analysis found to include London, East Anglia and potentially Luton and 
Birmingham), its financial size, the constraint imposed by other airports in the region 
and the power of its airline customers.24  Gatwick considers that this is highly 
relevant to the CAA’s assessment of SMP in relation to Gatwick, where many of the 
same factors will be present (see below).    

In principle, Gatwick would expect the CAA to adopt an approach to the analysis of 
the market position of Gatwick that is comparable to the approach that it adopts for 
Stansted.  It notes that an inconsistent application of the analysis could, if it leads to 
a finding of SMP at Gatwick but not at Stansted, give rise to an adverse effect on the 
commercial interests of an independent Gatwick.   While Gatwick recognises that the 
CAA must assess each airport and operator on its individual circumstances, the CAA 
would need to justify carefully the grounds for dissimilar treatment of Gatwick and 
Stansted.      

Gatwick also notes that, in its advice, the CAA acknowledged that the changing 
nature of the UK market makes it necessary for the CAA to look forward in its 
assessment of SMP.25  This approach is equally consistent with the CAA’s proposed 
new statutory duties as it is with its current statutory duties.   

The appropriate approach to assessing SMP in the case 
of Gatwick 

The need for a fresh appraisal 

Given the changing ownership structure of airports in the South East, and the fact 
that it is the first time that Gatwick’s market power has been independently 
assessed, it is necessary for the CAA to look again at the imposition of ex-ante 
regulation at Gatwick.   

                                                 
23

 De-designation of Manchester and Stansted  airports for price control regulation, The CAA’s advice to 
the Secretary of State, CAA, July 2007, at page 3.   
24

 Ibid, at pages 122 et seq.  While Gatwick acknowledges that the Secretary of State ultimately did not 
proceed with the de-designation of Stansted in the wake of comments received from third parties, the 
Secretary noted that there were issues regarding price controls at Stansted and that the decision was 
not intended to constrain the CAA from adopting other approaches which meet their statutory duties. 
25

 Manchester and Stansted Advice, at para 7.   
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The CAA has itself stressed the need for a fresh appraisal on several occasions and 
this has been one of the primary motivations for embarking on the current review of 
competition in the South East.  This is reflected in the CAA’s letter of 28 September 
2007 to the CC during the course of the BAA airports market investigation, where the 
CAA noted:  

“Put simply, any proposals for structural separation of BAA’s London airports 
should prompt examination of the case for reducing the scope and/or 
intrusiveness of price control regulation.”    

The burden and standard of proof 

As with all ex-ante regimes, the onus in this case is on the CAA to demonstrate that 
SMP exists in order to justify the imposition of any ex-ante regulation as a result.  
Because of its forward-looking nature, ex-ante regulation requires careful analysis of 
the features of the relevant market. 

In Hutchinson 3G UK Limited v. Ofcom,26 the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) 
held that, in an ex-ante analysis of significant market power under the 
Communications Act 2003, the burden of proof was on the regulator (Ofcom) to 
demonstrate, on the balance of probabilities, that the undertaking in question had 
signficant market power.27  Gatwick considers that the same burden and standard of 
proof applies to the CAA in discharging its statutory duties and assessing SMP in the 
case of Gatwick. 

The analysis required to assess SMP   

The assessment of substantial market power requires detailed consideration of the 
individual and changing circumstances of the market.28  In particular, this will involve 
an examination of actual and potential competition to Gatwick from other airports in 
at least the South East (if not further), in particular Stansted, Luton and Heathrow, in 
addition to assessing the size, economic power and market share of an independent 
Gatwick.   

The CAA has recently published guidance in relation to assessing SMP.  In the 
Guidance, the CAA states that; 

“when considering whether, or how best, to regulate an airport, it will 

be important for the CAA to understand the likely degree of market 

power that an airport may have in the future … the CAA will need to 

take account of, and attach particular importance to, evidence about 

future developments in the market and their potential implications for 

market power assessment.”29   

                                                 
26

 [2005] CAT 39. 
27

 Ibid., at paras 30-34.  In that case, the CAT remitted the decision finding significant market power 
back to Ofcom for re-appraisal when the CAT found that Ofcom had not given adequate consideration 
to all of the relevant evidence – emphasising the importance of a thorough analysis. 
28

 The importance of a thorough assessment in determining SMP was discussed in the context of the 
telecoms sector in the UK Competition Appeals Tribunal’s initial decision in Hutchinson 3G UK Limited 
v. Ofcom [2005] CAT 39.    
29

 Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, CAA, 2011, at para 2.18. 
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More specifically, the guidance indicates that in assessing market power, the CAA 
should examine the following: 

• Relevant market definition;      

• Market structure, including multiple ownership of airports; 

• Market shares of the particular airport; 

• The extent to which airlines can exert customer power; 

• Barriers to entry and expansion;  

• Scarcity of capacity and capacity constraints; and 

• Other factors.   

We examine each of these factors in this submission.   

There are no grounds for the CAA advising in favour of designation/imposing a 
licence where it does not find SMP – neither the current Act nor the Draft Bill provide 
for the imposition of regulation where SMP is not found to exist.  Therefore, in order 
to retain economic regulation of airport charges at Gatwick, the CAA will have to 
make the case, on a balance of probabilities, that the airport currently has SMP, and 
will have it in the future, where SMP is considered to be equivalent to the legal 
concept of dominance.  

In the event that the CAA does not find there to be SMP, Gatwick will remain bound 
by the restrictions of general competition law and the Airports Charges Directive.30  
Additionally, Gatwick and its operator will be subject to continuous oversight by the 
CAA, whose powers of ex-post review are significantly enhanced under the Draft Bill. 

Price controls under the new regime 

The Government offered the following explanation of the rationale underlying the use 
of price control under the current regime: 

“In certain sectors of the economy – typically those which used to be 
state-owned monopolies and where circumstances limit the prospect 
for effective competition – economic regulation is needed to protect 
consumers.”31  

                                                 
30

 Directive 2009/12/EC, (the “ACD”). 
31

 Explanatory Notes at para 8-9.  This reflects the language used by the Department for Transport 
(“DfT”) in its 2009 proposals on reform of the economic regulation of airports:  See Reforming the 
Framework for the Economic Regulation of Airports, DfT, December 2009, at para 1.5. 
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The prevailing circumstances underlying that rationale no longer exist.  The Draft Bill 
instead: 

“allows for more proportionate regulation and enables the CAA to take steps to 
reduce the degree or scope of economic regulation imposed on individual 
airports if it believed this would benefit passengers … for example, it could 
move away from setting price controls and decide to monitor prices while 
regulating aspects of service quality instead.’32  

Under the new regime, instead of designating airports to be subject to price control, 
only operators of “dominant areas” at “dominant airports” will require a licence to levy 
charges for airport operations services.33  An airport area is dominant if the CAA 
makes a determination that all three limbs of the test described above are met in 
relation to that area.34   

The Draft Bill moves the CAA away from regulating through the blunt instrument of 
price controls, as applied under the Act.  Licences may be subject only to such 
conditions (including price control conditions) as CAA considers “necessary or 
expedient”, having regard to its duties to further the interests of users and promote 
competition and to the risk of conduct that amounts to an abuse of SMP.35  The Draft 
Bill sets out two means by which the CAA may impose price control conditions: (i) 
the traditional mechanism of setting a maximum amount that may be charged in 
respect of particular services and (ii) requiring the amount charged to be approved 
by the CAA (without setting a maximum cap).36    

However, the Draft Bill does not prescribe the nature of any price control conditions, 
nor the time period for which they must be set (although they cannot be open-
ended).  The CAA is encouraged to consider first the use of general competition law 
to discipline airports and, only where that is not appropriate, is given a wide 
discretion to develop licence conditions which reflect the economic and competitive 
realities of the current and future market.  

It is proposed that under the new regulatory regime, while existing judicial review 
principles will remain, the CAT will have authority to consider appeals regarding 
determinations of market power.37  The Competition Commission will consider 
appeals in relation to licence conditions.38  This form of appeal reinforces the 
standard which the CAA’s analysis will need to meet. 
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 Draft Civil Aviation Bill: An Effective Regulatory Framework for UK Aviation Policy Paper, at para 
2.20. 
33

 Draft Bill, clause 4. 
34

 Draft Bill, clause 6. 
35

 Draft Bill, clauses 18 and 19. 
36

 Draft Bill, clause 19(3)(a) and (b).   
37

 Draft Bill, clause 14 and Schedule 1. 
38

 Draft Bill, clause 24 et seq.   
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Conclusion 

The SMP assessment requires detailed consideration of the individual characteristics 
of the market,39 involving a comprehensive examination of all the actual and potential 
competitive constraints on Gatwick from both within the market (e.g. Luton, Stansted 
and Heathrow) and outside.  This must be undertaken against the background of 
Gatwick’s market share being below the level usually associated with dominance.   

Even were the CAA to find SMP, any decision to impose formal regulation would 
require the fulfilment of the two further tests.  First, the CAA will need to determine 
both the risk of abuse and establish why competition law is insufficient to deal with it.  
Second, the benefits of any regulatory solution will need to outweigh its costs.  While 
Gatwick has not covered these areas in any depth in this submission which deals 
with SMP, it does not consider that either of these tests would be met.  Since the 
change in ownership, Gatwick has focused relentlessly on improving passenger 
experience, working on all aspects of its operations to make it more competitive, 
investing in new facilities, improving services, innovating and becoming far more 
responsive to its customers, while bringing more intensity, dynamism and innovation 
to the business.   In doing so, Gatwick has gone well beyond the regulatory contract 
established for Q5. 

Applying a price cap is a major market intervention which should not be taken except 
where it has been demonstrated, at a minimum, that the firm concerned has 
substantial market power.  It would entail the CAA concluding that, despite the break-
up of BAA, the evidence that supported that decision, the competitive behaviours 
and innovation demonstrated since break-up, and recent and prospective changes in 
the capacity position, including those presented by the Competition Commission in 
its latest decision on the divestment of Stansted40, Gatwick is, or is likely to become, 
dominant.  The rest of this submission covers each of these areas and demonstrates 
that this is a high hurdle which is not met.  

The onus is on the CAA to overcome this hurdle and demonstrate that SMP exists. 

                                                 
39

 The importance of a thorough assessment in determining SMP was discussed in the context of the 
telecoms sector in the UK Competition Appeals Tribunal’s initial decision in Hutchinson 3G UK Limited 
v. Ofcom [2005] CAT 39.    
40

 BAA Market Investigation: Consideration of Possible Material Changes of Circumstances, 
Competition Commission, July 2011 
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Part II 

Gatwick does not have substantial 
market power 
In this section, Gatwick sets outs the reasons why it is not dominant and accordingly 
does not have SMP.  This conclusion follows naturally from the previous market 
analyses of the CC and CAA, and from the fact that Gatwick’s market share of at 
most 25% is well below the benchmark hurdles for a dominance finding. The 
presence of additional constraints from buyer power and competition from outside 
the market strengthen the conclusion. There is sufficient capacity available for 
effective competition in the near to medium term (and even if there was not, scarce 
capacity does not, in itself, imply that Gatwick has substantial market power). 

The material is structured as follows:  

• BAA break-up: Explains why the CC’s BAA market investigation and recent 
decision to confirm the requirement on BAA to sell Stansted supports the view 
that Gatwick does not have SMP; 

• Passenger substitutability: Shows that there are a large number of  
passengers that view two or more of the South East airports as good substitutes; 

• Airline switching: Shows that the South East airports are good substitutes for 

many airlines; 

• Capacity availability in the South East: Discusses the fact there is more spare 

capacity in the South East than when the CC and CAA called for the sale of 
Gatwick and Stansted; 

• Competitive conduct by Gatwick since sale: Explains the different ways in 
which Gatwick has sought to compete for passengers and airlines since its sale 
by BAA, confirming the expectations of the CC and CAA; 

• Buyer power and other constraints: Shows that airlines with a degree of buyer 
power account for the majority of Gatwick’s traffic. The section also discusses 
additional constraints on Gatwick arising from outside the market, in particular 
the propensity for LCC’s to switch aircraft to regional and non-UK airports; 

• The competitive price level: Shows that the competitive price level, which must 

be the starting point for the CAA’s assessments of market definition and market 
power, is likely to be above the prevailing regulated price level at Gatwick; and 

• Conclusion on SMP: Discusses market definition, market shares, and brings 

together previous material, to conclude that Gatwick is not dominant and does 
not have SMP. 
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BAA break-up 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CC’s 2009 rationale for break-up of BAA 

In 2009, the CC decided that BAA should be broken-up to promote competition in the 
South East airports market.  The CC’s requirement to sell three airports constitutes 
one of the most intrusive structural interventions by a competition authority in the 
UK.  While there have been other instances of structural intervention (e.g. the Beer 
Orders two decades ago), it is well recognised that requiring companies to divest 
assets and subsidiaries is a major intervention that is only justified in exceptional 
cases.  That the CC was prepared to take this step in the case of BAA serves to 
underline that the detriment of common ownership was significant and that, 
conversely, the benefit arising from divestment and resulting competition was very 
substantial. 

: … the evidence suggests significant substitutability of passenger demand 
between the BAA London airports, although to an extent that varies between 
different categories of passenger: evidence that, in the absence of common 
ownership, there would be competition between them.” 41 

The CC concluded that regulation itself had an adverse effect on competition, and 
one of the key benefits of break-up was that greater competition would lead – in time 
– to de-regulation of (at least) Gatwick and Stansted42. 

“We would expect the benefits from competition to manifest themselves 
straight away (particularly in relation to planning and capacity development) 
and to increase over time as the prospect of additional capacity is realized 
and price control, at Gatwick and Stansted at least, is withdrawn as 
competition develops.”  

                                                 
41

 BAA Airports Market Investigation, Final Report, CC, 2009, para.10. 
42

 BAA Airports Market Investigation: Final report, Competition Commission, 2009,  para. 5.15.  

Summary 

• The CC required the break-up of BAA because there was a high degree of substitutability 
and potential for competition between the South East airports.  

• Subsequently, in 2011 the CC concluded there is more capacity availability at Stansted and 
room for increases in passenger numbers at Gatwick, following the market downturn.  

• The CAA’s position has been that the CC originally substantially underestimated the 
degree of competition over the near term that would result from break up. It also rejected 
anyway the CC’s notion that capacity constraints imply a need for continued regulation. 

• It would be a marked shift away from this thinking to conclude that Gatwick has SMP on 
the grounds that there is limited substitutability between Gatwick and other airports and 
insufficient capacity. 
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Given the CC’s extended and in-depth analysis of the scope for competition between 
the South East airports, these conclusions – and the CAA’s own analysis at the time 
– imply that the CAA’s starting presumption should be that there is a high degree of 
substitutability between the airports and scope for a high degree of competition 
between them under separate ownership.  In 2009, the CC took the view that 
capacity constraints would limit price competition in the near to medium term, and 
suggested continued regulation of Gatwick and Stansted as a result.  However, as 
discussed below, the capacity situation in the near to medium term has now changed 
markedly.  

The CC’s 2011 perspective on capacity and competition 

The decision to order BAA to sell Gatwick and Stansted was made by the CC in 
2009.  Gatwick was sold in December 2009.  However, BAA’s decision to appeal the 
CC’s decision was made, in part, on the basis that there had been a material change 
in circumstances since the CC’s original order to sell Gatwick and Stansted.  The CC 
proceeded to consult on its view that the material change in circumstances did not 
constitute grounds upon which BAA should not sell Stansted.  Its report provides 
further useful information as to the CC’s view on the scope for near term competition.   

The CC noted the following important market developments since the 2009 CC 
decision.  In essence:43  

• There is far more capacity available at Stansted than was expected in 2009 (due 
to the sharp reduction in passenger and ATM volumes at Stansted from 22.36m 
to 18.27m in the case of passengers and 178,997 to 140,526 in the case of 
ATMs).44 

• Gatwick’s conduct since its sale highlights the scope for competition, even where 
an airport faces capacity constraints. 

The CC has itself recognised that there is significantly more spare capacity than was 
expected in 2009 and that this increases the scope for competition in the near future.  
In 2011,the Competition Commission analysed how the change in government policy 
might impact the prospects for competition between the airports in the South East in 
some detail45 and concluded that even without new runways being built that there is 
now substantially greater scope for Stansted to compete with rival airports, as a 
consequence of the sharp collapse in passenger and ATM volumes at Stansted: 

 “The 2009 report considered that “’if the downturn results in more 
spare capacity than we have envisaged, then the scope for competition 
will be larger’”.46 
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 BAA Market Investigation: Consideration of Possible Material Changes of Circumstances, 
Competition Commission, July 2011, para 113. 
44

 Figures taken from: CAA UK Airport Statistics 2008 - annual Table 2 and CAA UK Airport Statistics 
10/10 - 09/11 - Table 2 
45

 See http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2007/airports/pdf/final_report_excised.pdf 
paragraphs 39 to 120 
46

 BAA Market Investigation: Consideration of Possible Material Changes of Circumstances, 
Competition Commission, July 2011,  para 106. 
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”It is clear that there is now significantly more spare capacity at 
Stansted than at the time of the 2009 report … in our judgement that 
capacity could be used to compete for airline business against other 
airports under separate ownership, with lower prices or improved 
services used to encourage airlines to switch.”47 

And in its Provisional Consideration in March 2011 that: 

“… we… found that since the 2009 report the scope for competition 
between airports within existing runway capacity has increased. 
Runway capacity at Stansted has been freed up, while Gatwick’s 
new owners see scope for significant increases in passenger 
numbers through better use of slots and use of larger planes.48” 

The CC’s 2011 analysis focussed on the scope for competition between Heathrow 
and Stansted. However, the CC’s thinking applies even more strongly to competition 
between Stansted and Gatwick, since Heathrow and Stansted have very different 
business models and customer focus (Heathrow being a network hub with large 
volumes of business and long haul traffic) while Gatwick and Stansted (and Luton) 
are more similar. 

Accordingly, we believe the CC’s concern at the time of its original report in 2009 that 
there was insufficient capacity to allow effective competition in the near to medium 
term is no longer valid.  Sharp changes in market conditions mean that spare 
capacity is available much earlier than the CC originally expected.  Moreover, given 
the prospects for limited economic growth in the UK and Europe there is every 
possibility that demand will remain subdued for some considerable time or may even 
worsen, with the consequence that spare capacity sufficient to allow effective 
competition is unlikely to be a temporary phenomenon but rather will persist in the 
near to medium term. 

The CAA’s comments on the CC’s expectations for airport 
competition 

During the CC’s airports market investigation, the CAA provided its views on the 
potential for airport competition. In general, the CAA argued that the CC had 
underestimated the scope for competition between airports in the short term and that 
the CC had placed an undue focus on the scope for competition in the longer term, 
especially around competition to provide additional capacity. 

 “.. in the CAA’s view, the potential benefits of competition between BAA’s 
SE airports in the short term are likely to be much greater than stated by 
the CC in its provisional findings.”49  

                                                 
47

 BAA Market Investigation: Consideration of Possible Material Changes of Circumstances, 
Competition Commission, July 2011, para 108; see also para 114. 
48

 BAA Market Investigation: Provisional Consideration of Possible Material Change in Circumstances, 
Competition Commission, March 2011, para 5 . 
49

 Response to the Competition Commission’s Provisional Findings and Remedies Notification, CAA, 
September 2008  para 5; see also para 5.2; see also 5.12 and  Response to the Competition 
Commission’s Provisional Decision on Remedies, CAA, January 2009, paras 2.12-2.13 . 
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“… the Commission believes that inter-airport substitutability (for 
example the impact of Stansted on Luton) is significantly lower than does 
the CAA.”50 

Moreover, the CAA sharply contested the CC’s 2009 view that capacity shortages in 
themselves implied a lack of competition and provided a rationale for continued 
regulation.   

Accordingly, the CC’s recent views on capacity strengthen, in our view, the CAA’s 
previous emphasis on the substantial potential for competition in the near term. 

Conclusion 

The CC’s analysis concluded that there was substantial scope for competition 
between the South East airports, on the basis of which the CC required (and 
continues to require) the sale of both Gatwick and Stansted.   

The CC’s latest analysis of capacity availability supports enhanced scope for near 
term competition relative to its original findings.  Combined with some scope to 
expand runway capacity at Stansted and Luton, and the likely subdued passenger 
demand due to general economic conditions, there looks likely to be capacity 
available in the near to medium term.  This issue is considered in more detail later in 
this submission.   
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 Response to the Competition Commission’s Provisional Decision on Remedies, CAA, January 2009, 
para D.8 
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Passenger substitutability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Passenger choice of airport will be influenced by a number of factors, such as route 
availability, price, quality and airport location. Offering good deals and good service 
in these areas will be key dimensions of competition between airports and airlines 
operating from them.  Competition to improve “location” is also important, and 
airports can invest in surface access improvements to make themselves more 
attractive to passengers (and therefore airlines).  

It is obvious from simple inspection of a map of South East England that from a 
locational perspective, many passengers are likely to view one or more airports as 
good substitutes (see Figure 1 below.)  The major airports sit in a rough circle around 
the edge of the London conurbation, a dense mass of population (and also the major 
destination for in-bound passengers) that constitutes a large proportion of the South 
East airports’ traffic.  For these passengers, in a very large number of cases there 

Summary 

• Standard competition policy guidelines, best practice, and CAA precedent suggest that the 
focus of substitutability analysis must be on marginal customers. The presence of some 
groups of non-marginal passengers that have a strong preference for Gatwick is irrelevant 
to the examination of market definition and market power; 

• Examination of iso-chrones, catchment areas and passenger survey responses all 
demonstrate that a substantial proportion of passengers view two or more of the South 
East airports as good substitutes, and therefore that the number of marginal passengers is 
large; 

• Evidence on competition between airlines operating at different airports corroborates the 
conclusion that passengers view different airports as good substitutes; 

• Leisure passengers have a particularly high propensity to view different airports as good 
substitutes.  Business passengers place a higher value on airport location, but Gatwick’s 
largest overlaps are with Heathrow which is the market leader in serving business traffic; 

• The observations made by the CAA at its recent workshop on market power do not suggest 
that there is a lack of passenger substitutability between Gatwick and other London 
airports; and 

• This evidence corroborates the CC and CAA’s views that South East airports (when 
separately owned) are strong competitors for one another and that the relevant economic 
market is at least as wide as the South East. 
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will be only moderate differences in travel time and convenience between two or 
more of the airports.51  

Figure 1 – location of South East airports 

  

Source: http://www.world-guides.com/images/london/london_airports_map.jpg 

Inspection of the map is in itself sufficient to reach a strong prima facie view that the 
South East airports are likely to be regarded as good substitutes by many 
passengers.  In this section, we present a variety of evidence that shows that many 
passengers do indeed regard these airports as good substitutes.  This includes the 
CC and CAA analysis from the original market investigation and updated passenger 
survey data. 

The importance of marginal passengers in analysing 
substitutability 

It is well established in competition economics that the focus of substitutability is on 
the volume (and associated profitability to the supplier) of marginal consumers: those 
consumers that might respond to a price increases. The fact that a firm may have 

                                                 
51

 The high degree of locational substitutability of airports in the South East of England contrasts 
sharply with some other pairs of airports that are viewed as competitive. For example in the case of the 
Scottish airports, which the CC regarded as sufficiently close competitors to warrant break-up,  
Glasgow airport is located next to Glasgow and draws most of its passengers from Glasgow, while 
Edinburgh airport draws most of its passengers from Edinburgh.  Moreover, in stark contrast to the 
South East, the geographic area between Glasgow and Edinburgh is not a heavily populated area from 
which a large share of their passengers are drawn. Despite this, the CC has concluded that there is 
significant scope for competition between Glasgow and Edinburgh airports, to a degree that forcing BAA 
to sell one of those airports is warranted. 
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some captive customers is less relevant.52  Very many consumer goods are 
differentiated to some degree and there will often be some consumers with a high 
degree of preference or loyalty to a particular brand, but this is not sufficient to define 
very narrow markets for individual brands. 

Gatwick wishes to emphasise this point because in recent presentations by the 
CAA53 it has been suggested that some groups of passengers – in particular those 
living south of the Greater London area – have a strong preference for Gatwick and 
do not view airports to the north of London as good alternatives.  However, the 
possibility that some groups may have these preferences does not give Gatwick 
market power, because a substantial proportion of Gatwick’s passengers do not 
originate from these localities but from localities where airports to the north of 
London are reasonable alternatives.  In any event, it it not clear how Gatwick would 
seek to discriminate against passengers from one location opposed to another. 

Iso-chrones and surface access travel time 

The iso-chrone method looks at how much time passengers are prepared to spend 
travelling to an airport.  The method then maps the airports that are within this travel 
time for the various regions that make up the passenger base. 

Gatwick agrees with the CAA54 that this method has several advantages as an 
indicator of the degree of substitutability between airports.  Chief among them is that 
observation of actual conduct to date will be heavily influenced by previous joint 
ownership (and continued joint ownership in the case of Stansted and Heathrow) 
and continued regulation.  Accordingly, indicators that look at the potential 
substitutability, such as surface travel times, can be particularly useful, particularly in 
the context of a forward-looking review of competition.   

CAA surface access travel times 

The first step is to estimate the surface access travel time that passengers are 
prepared to incur. The CAA concludes that, when mapping surface travel time 
overlaps: 

“90 minutes and 120 minutes appear to be reasonable benchmarks for 
passengers overall and for various segmentations”.55  

Gatwick agrees that these figures are reasonable and notes that the CAA’s analysis 
indicates that in general leisure passengers and long haul passengers have a 
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 If a supplier is able to price discriminate between marginal and captive customers, then the presence 
of captive customers maybe more relevant. However, Gatwick has little ability to price discriminate 
between passengers originating from different locations (which is a key issue for geographic market 
definition). CC, 2009, BAA Market Investigation, appendix 3.5: Detailed analysis of BAA’s south-east 
airports, footnote 6: “The CAA told us that, in relation to passengers, it seems likely that airports cannot 
effectively price discriminate on the basis of passengers’ journey purpose and/or surface origin.” 
53

 Airport market power assessments Update and emerging views, CAA Stakeholder workshop, 
November 2011. 
54

 Catchment area analysis, Working Paper, CAA, 2011,  para 5.2 
55

 Catchment area analysis, Working Paper, CAA 2011, para 2.12  
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greater willingness to spend more time travelling to the airport than do business and 
domestic passengers.56  

The figure below, produced by the CAA, illustrates the overlaps of 120-min surface 
travel times around South East airports.  On this metric, the overlaps between the 
main South East airports are very large since Greater London in its entirety falls 
within the 120-min surface travel times for Gatwick, Heathrow, Stansted and Luton 
airports. To the south of London, inspection shows that all but one district (Rother) 
falls within the surface travel times of at least one other airport, especially Heathrow, 
but also Stansted and Luton. 

Figure 2 - Overlap of districts within 120 minutes 

  
Source: CAA analysis of DfT surface access data 
Blue: 1 airport; Light blue: 2 airports; Light red: 3 airports; Red: 4 airports 

Taking a more conservative view and using the 90-min surface travel times, the 
catchment areas narrow somewhat, but there are still large overlaps. It is clear that 
the large majority of passengers in Greater London can access all four airports 
within a travel time of 90 minutes. 
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 The CAA found around 80% of short-haul leisure travellers on scheduled flights to have traveled 
under 105 minutes to reach their airports, while the same proportion of business and visiting-friends-
and-relatives (VFR) travelers traveled up to approximately 90 minutes to reach their airports. On an 
airport by airport basis, the CAA found that the first 80% of passengers (from districts ranked according 
to surface travel times) reach Gatwick, Stansted and Luton within approximately 90 minutes, while 
passengers flying from Heathrow traveled for longer, up to 105 minutes. The CAA also looked at 
passengers by flight duration, finding that willingness to travel to distant airports is directly related to the 
flight duration. At the 80th percentile, domestic flight passengers travel for 75 minutes to reach their 
airports, short haul passengers for 90 minutes, and long haul passengers for between 120 to 150 
minutes. 
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Figure 3 - Overlap of districts within 90 minutes 

  
Source: CAA analysis of DfT surface access data 
Blue: 1 airport; Light blue: 2 airports; Light red: 3 airports; Red: 4 airports 

This evidence provide strong corroboration of the basic situation faced in the South 
East: much of the Greater London metropolitan area, which accounts for the large 
majority of the target passenger market for Gatwick, will view at least two, and likely 
three or four, of the London airports as reasonable alternatives. 

Surface access travel times can be greater than two hours 

In the case of Stansted, a substantial number of passengers (between 10% to 20%, 
see figure on Stansted isochrone below) travel more than 2 hours to access the 
airport. This is likely to reflect the fact that Stansted’s traffic is dominated by low cost 
carriers, whose low fares and promotions can outweigh the higher travel and 
convenience costs associated with greater travel times. This shows that at least for 
some passenger segments there is scope for significant price competition beyond 
the 2-hour benchmark.  
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Figure 4 - Stansted 2-hr drive-time isochrone and distribution of airport users 

        

Key:  Red area: 0–70% of total passengers 
         Salmon area: 70–80% of total passengers 
         Pink area: 80-90% of total passengers 
 Blue line: 2-hr drive-time isochrone 
Source: CAA analysis of CAA survey data, using Microsoft Mappoint. De-designation of Manchester 
and Stansted airports for price control regulation, Jul 2007. http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/de-
designation_advice.pdf 

Catchment overlaps  

Catchment overlaps provide a natural indicator of substitutability between airports. 
Generally speaking, if significant numbers of passengers in a particular area – say 
“Hammersmith” - are observed to be using Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and Luton 
airports, then this indicates that passengers who travel to or from that area tend to 
view those airports as reasonable alternatives. 

As the CAA notes in its guidelines, previous levels of catchment overlaps in the 
South East in the past will provide only a “conservative assessment of the potential 
degree of competition” between airports 57.  Gatwick agrees: past and current 
catchment overlaps will reflect Gatwick’s previous joint ownership with BAA and 
regulation to date; in different circumstances observed catchment overlaps could be 
substantially greater.  However, even the catchment overlaps that have been 
observed clearly demonstrate the high degree of substitutability between the South 
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 Empirical methods for assessing geographic markets, CAA, 2011, para 2.41. The CC has also 
emphasized that catchment area exposure analysis will understate the degree of substitutability, stating 
that “all these results are based on existing levels of exposure of airports to one another, which are the 
outcome of passenger choices under conditions where the BAA airports are commonly owned and 
subject to economic regulation, and consequently may understate the degree of substitutability.” BAA 
Airports Market Investigation, Final Report, Competition Commission, 2009, para 3.99. 
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East airports, notwithstanding the fact that these overlaps will give a “conservative” 
picture.  

In the BAA market investigation, the CC went a step further, and compared the 
catchment overlaps in London to those observed in situations where airports were 
known to compete actively with one another.  The CC’s analysis provides clear and 
compelling evidence that the degree of substitutability in the South East is large. 

We discuss both the CAA and CC’s analysis below.  

CAA’s catchment area analysis  

The CAA looks at the catchment areas of airports using two different approaches:  

• Passenger usage of airports by surface travel time – this is a similar approach to 
the isochrones surface travel time. This methodology defines isochrones by the 
locations of 80% of an airport’s closest passengers.58 Effectively, it looks at the 
closest set of districts to an airport that, in total, provide the airport with 80% of its 
total passengers.  

• Geographic distribution of actual airport usage – this approach ranks each district 
by the number of passengers that travel to the airport from that district, and adds 
each of these districts, from the largest to the smallest in passenger numbers, to 
the catchment area of an airport until 80% of the total passengers have been 
covered.59 

The results are summarised in Tables 1 and 2 below. In summary: 

• Using the first approach (ranking districts by travel time), the survey shows that 
the majority (55%) of all Gatwick passengers come from districts with four-airport 
overlaps.  Another 8% of Gatwick’s passengers are drawn from areas where 
Gatwick overlaps with Heathrow and either Stansted or Luton, and a further 15% 
from districts where only Gatwick and Heathrow overlap. Moreover, 21% of 
Gatwick’s passengers are from districts that are outside Gatwick’s catchment 
area (and therefore cannot possibly be regarded as regions where Gatwick is the 
preferred airport for passengers). Only 1% of Gatwick passengers come from 
districts of no overlap with another airport.  

• Using the second approach (ranking districts by actual usage) the overlaps are 
also very large. While slightly smaller than under the first approach, using this 
metric, 34% of Gatwick’s passengers are drawn from districts that are in the 
catchments of all four of the largest London airports, another 12% from districts 
that are in the catchment for Heathrow and either Stansted or Luton, and a 
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 If 80% of an airport’s passengers come from within 120 minutes of travel time, then the isochrone of 
120-min travel time will look exactly like the 80% passenger usage isochrone. However, the equivalent 
travel times for (the closest) 80% of passengers will differ from airport to airport, such that the overlap 
map of 80% passenger usage will differ from the overlap map of travel time isochrones. While it is 
possible, for any surface travel time isochrone, to find an equivalent % passenger usage isochrone for a 
given airport, that definition will differ from airport to airport, since some airports draw most passengers 
from within a short travel time while others draw the same proportion of passengers from further afield. 
59

 Gatwick has reservations about this metric. Since not all districts have the same volume of travellers, 
it is possible that some districts that are quite distant from Gatwick could be counted as “Gatwick” 
districts merely because they happen to be large districts. 
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further 18% from districts where Gatwick overlaps with Heathrow only. 22% of 
Gatwick’s passengers are from outside of Gatwick’s catchment area, leaving only 
13% of Gatwick’s passengers being drawn from districts where there is no 
overlap with another airport. 

On both metrics the picture is clear. The large majority of Gatwick’s passengers 
(68%-84% of the total) come from areas where Gatwick overlaps with at least two 
other London airports or from areas that are not in Gatwick’s catchment area.  Only 
1%-13% are from areas that are only Gatwick catchments. This indicates that the 
proportion of marginal passengers that Gatwick serves is likely to be high, while the 
number of “captive” passengers is likely very low, and is strongly suggestive of a 
high degree of substitutability between Gatwick and other airports. 

 

Table 160 – Gatwick aggregate surface travel time catchment area 

Overlaps # Districts 4 Airports Pax LGW Pax % of LGW pax 

LGW % share 
of 
LHR/LGW/STN
/LTN 

LGW 3 416,732 264,073 1% 63% 

LHR/LGW 21 6,387,930 4,186,783 15% 66% 

LHR/LGW/STN 6 1,909,550 1,235,245 4% 65% 

LHR/LGW/LTN 5 3,247,318 982,093 4% 30% 

LHR/LGW/STN/LTN 73 56,919,885 15,305,212 55% 27% 

Total LGW Catchment 108 68,881,414 21,973,407 79% 32% 

Out of Catchment  26,147,441 5,883,420 21% 23% 

Total  95,028,855 27,856,827 100% 29% 
 

Table 2 – Gatwick overall historical usage catchment area 

Overlaps # Districts 4 Airports Pax LGW Pax % of LGW pax 

LGW % share 
of 
LHR/LGW/STN
/LTN 

LGW 23 5,487,159 3,639,880 13% 66% 

LHR/LGW 21 9,900,148 4,897,288 18% 49% 

LGW/STN 4 1,301,449 528,347 2% 41% 

LHR/LGW/STN 7 3,528,403 1,606,456 6% 46% 

LHR/LGW/LTN 8 5,539,693 1,683,276 6% 30% 

LHR/LGW/STN/LTN 28 40,577,229 9,428,237 34% 23% 

Total LGW Catchment 91 66,334,081 21,783,485 78% 33% 

Out of Catchment  28,694,774 6,073,342 22% 21% 

Total  95,028,855 27,856,827 100% 29% 
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 Catchment area analysis working paper, CAA, October 2011 
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CC “exposure” analysis 

The CC’s analysis goes a step further than the CAA.  The CC benchmarks the 
catchment overlaps between the London airports with those between airports in 
competitive markets. 

The CC’s metric for evaluating actual patterns of passenger catchments is to take a 
geographic area (say Hammersmith) and use the CAA passenger survey data to 
calculate the percentage of passengers from Hammersmith that travel to each 
airport. If, for example, Stansted accounts for a significant share of passengers in 
Hammersmith (e.g. more than 20%), this is taken to be suggestive that passengers 
from Hammersmith view Stansted as one of their preferred options.  

The CC then calculates each airport’s “exposure” to other airports.  In the case of 
Gatwick, the CC estimates the number of Gatwick’s actual passengers from each 
geographic area, and works out the share of Gatwick’s passengers that are from 
areas that are “exposed” to e.g. Stansted (i.e. from areas where Stansted accounts 
for more than 20% of passengers). This analysis is conducted both for all 
passengers in the survey (the “unrestricted” approach) and only for passengers 
whose route was served by other airports (the “restricted” approach). 

As well as being useful indicators in their own right, these exposure metrics are then 
compared to the exposure of airports in competitive market situations (e.g. 
Manchester-Liverpool). The inference is drawn that if the degree of exposure in the 
South East is similar to or higher than those of competitive airports, it is reasonable 
to conclude that the South East airports are good substitutes and that the potential 
for competition between them is high. 

The CC’s graph plotting Gatwick’s exposure to other South East airports is replicated 
below.  The graph shows Gatwick’s exposure to different combinations of South East 
airports and how this exposure changes as the percentage hurdle (the “competitor 
district share threshold”) for deciding that an area counts as being in the catchment 
of another airport is raised61.  This graph shows that if the competitor district share 
threshold is set at 20%, roughly half of Gatwick’s passengers are from areas that 
view either “non-BAA” airports (e.g. Luton) or Stansted as a substitute, and virtually 
all of Gatwick’s passengers would be from areas that view at least one of the other 
airports as a substitute.  Even if much higher thresholds are chosen Gatwick’s 
exposure is high: using a 40% threshold, around 80% of Gatwick’s passengers 
would be exposed to another airport.62 
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 Naturally, as the competitor district share threshold is increased, it is less likely that an area will be 
counted as being part of another airport’s catchment area. Since the selection of the threshold is 
arbitrary to a degree, the CC plots the effect of different thresholds. 
62

 This graph shows the results from the CC’s “unrestricted analysis”. However, the results from the 
“restricted” analysis give a broadly similar picture. At the 40% competitor share threshold, Gatwick’s 
exposure to other airports in the “restricted” analysis – i.e. limiting the appraisal to those passengers 
that had a choice of airport serving their route - is still over 60%. 
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Figure 5 – Gatwick’s exposure to other London airports 

 

The CC compared its exposure metrics to other groups of airports that were viewed 
as being competitive with each other. If the exposure of Gatwick to other South East 
airports is higher than the exposure of competitive airports (e.g. Manchester-
Liverpool) to each other, then that was taken as further evidence that the degree of 
substitutability was high. 

The CC’s finding is replicated below. The graph shows that the exposure of the 
South East airports to each other is far higher than the exposure between 
Birmingham-East Midlands, Manchester-Liverpool and Manchester-Leeds Bradford 
(which were the CC’s competitive benchmarks). Moreover, in several respects this 
comparison is highly conservative, in that the metrics will tend to substantially 
understate the degree of overlap between the South East airports and the 
comparator airport pairs.63 
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 One reason is that the data for the South East airports (non-BAA airports apart) shows catchment 
overlaps for airports under joint ownership. A second reason is that there are more airports in the South 
East, so the likelihood that passenger shares will be above a particular competitor district share 
threshold is lower than in the case of the comparators (there were only two or three airports included in 
the analysis) – the CC makes this point at paragraph 3.99 of its Final Report in the market investigation. 
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Figure 6 – Comparison of London airports’ exposure with the exposure of 
airports found to be competitive 

 

The CC’s analysis here provides compelling evidence that the degree of geographic 
substitutability between the South East airports is high, consistent with defining a 
geographic market that is at least as wide as the South East and indicating a high 
degree of potential competition between the South East airports in general, and 
Gatwick and other airports in particular.64 

Survey evidence  

Gatwick’s passenger survey 

Gatwick, as part of its work to inform our future passenger and airline product and 
service offer, has conducted some initial passenger research to ensure that 
decisions are well informed and deliver in the passenger interest. While this survey’s 
primary purpose was not to assess passenger substitutability, it did identify the key 
drivers of passengers’ airport satisfaction and passenger choice65. 
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 While the picture is not quite as stark, the comparison between the South East airports and 
competitive airports under the CC’s “restricted” analysis also shows that the exposure in the South East 
is generally higher than that between the competitive airport benchmarks – see CC Final Report 
Paragraphs 3.104-3.105. 
65

 YouGov conducted online research interviews during October  2011 amongst 2047 UK based 
passengers who have travelled through a London airport in the last 12 months, sampled from selected 
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Drivers of passenger satisfaction   

Our survey identified three key drivers of airport satisfaction, these being: 

• The airport should be ‘welcoming’; 

• Queues should be limited – long queues, wherever in the passenger journey, 
negatively impact satisfaction; and 

• The ambience and feel of the airport is important for passenger satisfaction. 

Drivers of passenger choice and satisfaction 

Passengers were also asked, in relation to the South East airport that they placed as 
their first preference, what were the main reasons that they made that choice. The 
key drivers of passenger choice of their preferred airports were: 

• Convenience – distance (77%); 

• Past good experience (39%); 

• Public transport links (35%); 

• Easy to pick up and drop off (32%); and 

• Layout (27%). 

While an airport has limited ability to impact the convenience and distance from a 
passenger’s origin, we are only one of five airports in the South East area serving 
one of the largest conurbations and the largest aviation market in Europe, which 
means significant numbers of passengers (in particular those resident in London) 
have significant choice of which airport to use. 

Of the other main drivers of choice and satisfaction, Gatwick is able to significantly 
influence these factors in order to ensure that passengers choose to fly from 
Gatwick, in preference to other South East airports with which we are competing. 
These factors have and do form the focus of our competitive strategy to attract and 
retain passengers. 

The CAA’s passenger survey 

The CAA’s passenger survey provides corroborative evidence that many passengers 
regard two or more South East airports as alternatives. The 2011 passenger survey66 
showed that: 

• Amongst short haul passengers at each airport, only 67% of Heathrow67, 52% of 
Gatwick68, and 57% of Stansted69 passengers stated that the airport they were 
travelling from would have been their first preference if their route had been 

                                                                                                                                           
postcode areas in the South East . This followed 8 focus groups conducted in September 2011. The 
research methodology and results have been shared with and made fully available to the CAA and 
Gatwick airlines 
66

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011 
67

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA 2011, para 2.23 
68

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA 2011, para 2.25 
69

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011, para 2.27 
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available at the other airports for the same price.70  Indeed, a sizeable minority of 
passengers did not place the airport that they were using as either their first or 
second choice.71 This illustrates the potential that airports have to attract short 
haul passengers from rival airports if they can attract the routes and services that 
those passengers demand. Similar results were found for long haul passengers. 

• Of short haul passengers, 21% of Gatwick passengers surveyed had considered 
Heathrow for their flight and around 12% considered Stansted and 7% Luton, 
indicating that up to 40% of Gatwick's short haul passengers had considered one 
of the other main London airports (the figure may be less than 40% if some 
passengers had considered more than one of the other airports). 23% of 
Stansted passengers considered Gatwick, highlighting Gatwick’s potential to 
compete to attract additional passengers.  Of long haul passengers, 22% of 
Gatwick passengers surveyed considered Heathrow and 12% Stansted and 8% 
Luton, indicating that up to 42% of Gatwick's long haul passengers had 
considered one of the other main London airports (as for short haul, the figure 
may be less than 42% if some passengers had considered more than one of the 
other airports). 72  

• In each case, the numbers of passengers who had actually used other airports 
was significant.  For example, the CAA reports that 48% of Gatwick’s passengers 
had used Heathrow, while 24% had used Stansted, in the previous two years. 

• The survey suggests that Gatwick’s passengers are substantially more price 
sensitive than those at Heathrow and show a broadly similar price sensitivity to 
those at Stansted. When asked about their response to a £5 single journey (or 
£10 return) price rise, 20% of short haul passengers at Gatwick said they would 
switch away or choose not to fly. This is the highest figure compared to Heathrow 
(10%) and Stansted (17%). Similarly, of long haul passengers, 31% of Gatwick 
passengers would switch or not fly in response to a £50 price rise, relative to only 
17% of passengers at Heathrow. 73 Gatwick also notes that the implied elasticity 
identified in the 2011 survey is substantially higher than that in the 2006 survey; 
this is relevant because the CC took the view that the airports were very good 
substitutes when faced with evidence suggesting that price responsiveness was 
lower than the CAA’s more recent evidence suggests. 

• The CAA’s survey also indicates that UK business travellers at all three airports 
were least likely to switch in response to a price rise, while their foreign 
counterparts are more willing to switch than UK passengers (whether they be 
business, leisure, or VFR passengers).  Across UK and foreign residents, holiday 
passengers are most likely to switch, followed by VFR passengers, and lastly 
business passengers. 74  
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 The CAA found similar results amongst long haul passengers, and does not separately present nor 
discuss those results. 
71

 In the case of Gatwick, around 24% of passengers did not place Gatwick as either their first or 
second choice, while analogous figures for the other airports are 16% for Heathrow and 21%.for 
Stansted. 
72

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011, Section 2 
73

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011, page 27 
74

 Passengers’ airport preferences: Results from the CAA Passenger Survey, CAA, 2011, page 28 
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Data from a BAA passenger survey reported by the CC in its market investigation 
indicated that 37% of Gatwick’s passengers had checked to see if they could have 
flown from another UK airport.75 The analogous figures were 25% for Heathrow and 
40% for Stansted.  Again, this indicates that a substantial proportion of leisure 
passengers are actively viewing more than one airport as potential substitutes. 

This survey evidence provides further confirmation that many passengers in the 
South East view different airports are potential alternatives. 

Competition between airlines operating at different 
airports 

The ability of airlines operating at different South East airports to compete with each 
other provides further evidence that passengers view   different South East airports 
as substitutes.   

Quantitative evidence 

In the Quantitative Analysis for BAA conducted by NERA in 200676, NERA found that 
the airfares at Heathrow and Gatwick had fallen sharply between 1998 and 2005 on 
routes served by LCCs. Further regression analysis found that an increase in the 
proportion of LCC flights on a route is strong correlated with a decrease in airfares 
on that route. This effect was not only present at Gatwick, Stansted, and Luton, 
where there is evidence of LCC expansion, but also indirectly at Heathrow, where 
there was no LCC presence.  

On examining the impact of LCCs on passenger volume, NERA found that, in 
addition to increased aggregate passenger numbers to a particular destination, LCC 
operations on a route is also associated with a reduction in passenger numbers at 
other airports. 

Ryanair/Aer Lingus 

In Ryanair/Aer Lingus77, the EC concluded  that 

“scheduled point-to-point passenger air transport services between 
Dublin (as well as Cork and Shannon as there are no indications that 
the situation would be different) and London Heathrow, Gatwick, 
Stansted, Luton and City airports belong to the same market”.78 

The EC considered a number of parameters in assessing the substitutability of 
services provided by two airports (i.e. their closeness of competition), and concluded 
that the relevant parameters include travel time, total travel costs, flight schedules 
and frequency, as well as the quality of service.  
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 BAA Market Investigation, Final Report, Competition Commission, 2009, para. 3.114. 
76

 BAA Response to CAA Policy Issues Consultation Paper (2006), Annex 2, 
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/dec05/baa.pdf 
77

 EC decision, 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/decisions/m4439_20070627_20610_en.pdf 
78

 EC decision, Ryanair/Aer Lingus, paragraph 125 
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The EC observes that 

“all five London airports are within substantially less than 100 km 
from the centre of London, one of the most densely populated 
agglomerations in Europe. …The fact that all the London airports 
are largely within the indicative 100 km / 1 hour driving time 
benchmark thus suggests that these airports are substitutable.”79 

The EC notes further evidence of price competition between London airports, citing 
the Ryanair “lowest fare guarantee” promotion of 2007 to include claims “from 
competitor flights operating to/from the five IATA designated London Airports 
(Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Luton and City)”80 

Conclusion 

The evidence presented shows that a large share of Gatwick’s passengers (and 
those of other airports in the South East) will regard using one or more of the other 
airports as a reasonable substitute.  Moreover, the CC has previously presented 
metrics indicating that the degree of passenger substitutability between the London 
airports is substantially higher than that observed in other airport markets that are 
competitive.  
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 EC decision, Ryanair/Aer Lingus, paragraph 114 
80

 EC decision, Ryanair/Aer Lingus, paragraph 120 
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Airline switching 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

In this section, we present evidence that many airlines are likely to regard switching 
to alternative airports to Gatwick as a good substitute.  In the following section, we 
show that capacity conditions allow for substantial and effective switching (actual or 
threatened) to a greater degree than the CC originally expected in 2009. 

The importance of a marginal appraisal in analysing 
substitutability 

In line with standard competition analysis, Gatwick notes it is not necessary for all 
airlines to be able to switch to ensure Gatwick acts competitively.81  Accordingly 
there is no need for the CAA to conclude that all Gatwick airlines need to be able to 
switch in order for Gatwick to be subject to effective competitive constraints.82  

In practice, actual or threatened switching by airlines with services at Gatwick is a 
real threat that Gatwick faces. Where Gatwick loses a service it faces a major loss of 
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 Indeed,  it is not necessary for individual airlines to switch at all in order for Gatwick to face significant 
reactions to raising prices to excessive levels: passenger switching and the cancellation of routes and 
services by Gatwick airlines (but not necessarily switched to another airport by that particular airline) do 
not require individual airlines to switch services between airports. 
82

 Gatwick recognises that if it is possible to price discriminate between airlines, the picture is slightly 
more complicated. However, the CAA’s dedesignation of Manchester proceeded despite the presence 
of some long haul airlines that had higher switching costs and even if there were concerns there are 
more proportionate means of tackling the question than the use of regulation (competition policy for 
example). 

Summary 

• As in the case of passengers switching, effective competition does not require that all of 
Gatwick’s airlines are able to switch. The withdrawal of some services has a major impact 
on Gatwick’s profitability; 

• All of Gatwick’s airlines are likely to view other London airports (and in some cases airports 
elsewhere) as good substitutes in terms of the facilities that they do (or could) offer; 

• There has been a high degree of airline switching to date, confirming that airlines often 
view different airports as good alternatives and showing that switching can occur even 
where there are capacity constraints; and 

• Switching costs are generally low at Gatwick, and the presence of some moderate 
switching costs does not imply a lack of substitutability between airports for airlines. 
Moreover, the possibility that switching costs may be higher for some airlines does not 
negate the constraint Gatwick faces from  the threat of switching by those airlines that do 
not have large switching costs. 
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income, not just in terms of airport charges but also through loss of commercial 
revenues.  This was recognised by the CAA in its investigation into the de-
designation of Stansted and Manchester airports, the CAA considered the nature of 
airport businesses.  The CAA reported  

“ .. the economics of airport businesses means that a relatively small change 
in passenger numbers has the potential to have a relatively large impact on 
profitability.  This is a consequence of a significant proportion of costs being 
fixed in nature, coupled with the leveraging effect on revenues that is created 
by retail activities.  That is, a fall in passenger numbers and/or aircraft 
movements will reduce net revenues from retailing activities as well as from 
airport charges made to airlines.  In consequence, an airport operator’s 
incentive to raise prices to supra-competitive levels is somewhat dampened 
(at least compared with a situation in which there is significantly greater 
variability in costs).  Put another way, it may require only the prospect of 
passenger and/or airlines choosing to switch a modest fraction of their 
custom away from an airport to deter a contemplated price increase. “83 

Airline substitutability and facilities 

Demand for airport services from airlines is a derived demand, ie that passengers 
demand services from airlines which in turn demand services from airports.  
Accordingly, a high degree of passenger substitutability between the airports 
suggests that many airlines will also view different airports as substitutes.  The 
previous secion shows that passengers do regard airports as substitutes.  In 
considering airline substitutability, it is helpful to distinguish between different airline 
models as different types of airline have different propensities to switch and will take 
into account different factors when considering switching.  

Low cost airlines 

Airlines which run a low cost operation are arguably most able to take advantage of 
substitution possibilities.  In part, this is due to many of these airlines operating out of 
multiple bases in the London area e.g. easyJet and Ryanair operate out of Gatwick, 
Stansted and Luton, with easyJet in addition soon to be operating out of Southend. 
This provides a high degree of flexibility to these carriers to switch routes and re-
base aircraft between the portfolio of airports from which they operate.Indeed this is 
their business model.  

 Ryanair 

 “ It is central to our philosophy of flexibility [ … ] that we have the right to 
move aircraft around between bases, we have the right to move people 
around between bases, and we will continue to do so”84  

                                                 
83

 Airports price control review, initial proposals for Heathrow, Gatwick and Stansted, CAA, December 
2006, 
84

 Michael O’Leary, CEO, Ryanair, November 2010 
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 easyJet 

“One of easyJet’s strengths is its flexibility in asset allocation; we can and do 
move aircraft around our network to ensure we are generating the best 
possible return on our investments”85 

“Base location is constantly under review. For example, we have increased 
the number of aircraft based in Italy from three to 16 since 2006 and in 
France from 11 to 14 in the last 12 months. At the same time, we have 
reduced capacity at under-performing bases such as Luton”.86 

The CAA has also in the past argued that the switching costs of these airlines could 
be expected to be lower than other airline models, further increasing their ability to 
take advantage of switching possibilities.  We discuss switching costs in more detail 
below.  

As well as having multiple bases in the London area, these airlines also have 
significant presence at numerous airports across Europe.  This increases the ability 
of these airlines to switch the utilisation of aircraft away from serving London to 
serving other routes, perhaps on a limited basis for rotations during a day.  Even 
such limited substitution has the ability to harm the profitability of the airport, with its 
high fixed cost structure.  We discuss the impact of switching at the margin in more 
detail below. 

Charter airlines 

Charter airlines have traditionally had a strong presence at Gatwick, but also operate 
from Stansted and Luton in the South East.  It is also the case that charter operators 
fly from smaller airports throughout the UK indicating that there is no inherent need 
for them to operate from large, well connected airports such as Gatwick.  

In the South East, while there is charter presence at Stansted and Luton, there is the 
potential for these airports to develop further their offering to charter carriers, 
providing viable substitution possibilities for these airlines.  In addition, smaller, less 
utilised airports such as Southend and Southampton could also provide potential 
substitution opportunities for these carriers. 

Long haul airlines 

Long haul network airlines have traditionally operated out of Heathrow, which has 
developed as a hub airport, with the associated infrastructure.  However, prior to the 
“open skies” agreement, Gatwick served a large number of long-haul carriers and 
routes. With Open Skies, these long haul carriers chose to exercise their ability to 
switch away from Gatwick to Heathrow.  That event demonstrates vividly the ability 
of long haul airlines to switch their operations between airports when more profitable 
options become available. It is notable that this switch took place while Heathrow 
was notionally ‘full’ and illustrates that opportunities for such airlines either to switch 
or grow at Heathrow or to enter at Heathrow can be expected.   
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 easyJet Annual Report, 2009 
86

 easyJet Annual Report, 2009 
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Gatwick also notes that its long haul services are focussed on point-to-point 
travellers and often on long haul holiday destinations. This contrasts with the focus at 
Heathrow, which is on network services with a high proportion of business traffic.  As 
such, Gatwick’s long haul services are substantially more exposed to competition 
from other airports because they are not reliant on a hub operation.   

Gatwick has recently been successful in attracting long haul airlines to operate from 
the airport.  This has involved airlines switching from other South East airports 
(Stansted) as well as new entrant airlines choosing to use Gatwick to serve the 
South East market.  Some of our newer long haul airlines were clear that they had 
considered Heathrow before choosing to come to Gatwick.  This, in addition to the 
experience of Open Skies, demonstrates that long haul airlines are able to and do 
consider switching between alternative airports.  

Airline switching 

Gatwick has seen airlines both threaten to, and actually switch aircraft.  This is a 
feature of negotiations with airlines. We discuss this further below in the section on 
airline buyer power. But the fact that such switching can take place at short notice is 
indicative of the ease with which it can occur and is strongly suggestive of relatively 
moderate costs.   

Airline switching in the South East 

There have been many instances of airlines switching services and operations 
between the South East airports.  These switches serve to illustrate that there is a 
good degree of substitutability between these airports from airlines’ perspective and 
that airlines can and do switch.  It is important to recall that many of these switches 
have occurred in circumstances of joint ownership and regulation, both of which are 
likely to understate the potential for switching that might occur in a market where 
competition is permitted to thrive.87

  

The table below provides some examples of switching in the South East.  

Table 3 – Switching between South East airports 

Date Nature of switching or expansion 

May 1991 Ryanair switches main base from Luton to Stansted1. 

Nov 1995 
BA switches some long-haul services from Heathrow to Gatwick in anticipation of 

further expansion at Gatwick2. 

Dec 2001 
EasyJet establishes new base in Gatwick which, by June 2005, had overtaken Luton 

to become easyJet’s largest UK base3. 

Oct 2003 Volare switches from Gatwick to Luton4.  

May 2005 Helvetic switches from Gatwick to Luton .5  

                                                 
87

 On this latter point, the CC stated in its emerging thinking, para 107, that “As BAA’s airports are 
under common ownership, they lack the incentive to compete with each other for airline business. 
Consequently, evidence on actual switching between BAA airports is not necessarily informative of the 
potential for them to compete with each other if they were under separate ownership.” 
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May 2007 

Airlines switch to Heathrow following the signing of Open Skies agreement, allowing 
all eligible airlines to operate the transatlantic route from Heathrow.6 

Continental, while continuing to serve Gatwick from Newark and Houston on a 
seasonal basis, begins flights to Houston and Newark from Heathrow.7 American 

Airlines (flights to Dallas/Fort Worth and Raleigh-Durham) also switched all its 
London Gatwick flights to Heathrow from April 2008.8 BA shifted its Dallas, Houston 

and Atlanta services from Gatwick to Heathrow.9  

Oct 2007 
EasyJet acquires GB Airways strengthening its customer offering at Gatwick. The 

purchase also adds valuable take-off and landing slots at Gatwick and the 
opportunity to accelerate easyJet’s route development.10  

2007/08 SkyEurope relocates from Stansted to Luton.11 

Oct 2008 
Transavia, while based at Stansted, opens a twice-daily service from Luton to 

Rotterdam.11 

May 2009 Iceland Express switches its London-Reykjavik flights from Stansted to Gatwick.12 

Oct 2009 
BA closes a number of services from Gatwick and switches some further services 

back to Heathrow.13 

Mid 2009 Norwegian Air Shuttle moves its entire operation from Stansted to Gatwick 14  

Feb 2010 Ryanair threatens to relocate to Gatwick if Stansted airport charges remain high.15 

Feb 2011 Air Berlin moves 2 of its 5 Stansted routes to Gatwick.16 

May 2011 Qatar Airways pulls out of Gatwick for Heathrow.17 

July 2011 AirAsia X to switch from Stansted to Gatwick from 24 Oct 2011 18 
 

Notes: 
1 http://www.ryanair.com/en/about 
   http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/rep_pub/reports/2009/fulltext/545.pdf, para 3.125 
2 http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/ba-boosts-gatwick-hub-16275/ 
   http://www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive/view/1995/1995%20-%201907.html 
3 http://www.webcitation.org/5n7PAq81w 
   http://news.flightmapping.com/05/06/01/london-gatwick-becomes-largest-easyjet-base_488.html 
4 http://www.competition-
commission.org.uk/inquiries/ref2008/stansted/pdf/working_paper_assessing_competition.pdf, footnote 10 
5 http://www.helvetic.com/en/dynamic_content%5CPressArticle_38.htm 
6 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/markets/2818806/Battle-for-Heathrow-to-NY-flights.html  
   http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/heathrow-scramble-starts-as-eu-agrees-historic-open-skies-
deal-441513.html 
7 http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/continental-and-delta-unveil-post-open-skies-schedule-for-219747/ 
   http://www.businesstraveller.com/news/continental-open-skies-expansion 
8 http://www.flightline.co.uk/travelnews/american-airlines-switch-to-heathrow/ 
   http://www.parkandgo.co.uk/18485602-american-airlines-switches-fli.html 
   http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/american-airlines-to-switch-its-raleighdurham---london-service-to-
londons-premier-airport---heathrow-52705382.html 
9 http://edition.cnn.com/2008/TRAVEL/04/14/openskies.explained/index.html 
   http://www.e-tid.com/News-Home/BA-switches-Atlanta-flights-to-Heathrow.aspx 
   http://www.flightglobal.com/news/articles/british-airways-moves-atlanta-flights-from-gatwick-to-heathrow-317161/ 
10 http://www.easyjet.com/en/news/easyjet_to_acquire_gb_airways.html 
     http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/7061246.stm 
11 http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/ergdocs/ccstanstedb.pdf, para 30 
12 http://www.businesstraveller.com/news/iceland-express-set-for-gatwick-launch 
     http://blog.icelandexpress.com/iceland/2009/03/01/moving-from-london-stansted-to-london-gatwick/ 
13 http://www.easyvoyage.co.uk/travel-headlines/ba-changes-gatwick-to-heathrow-2720 
     http://www.gatwick-airport-guide.co.uk/blog/2009/07/ba-switches-flights-from-gatwick-to-heathrow/ 
14 http://www.gatwickairport.com/business/media-centre/press-releases/airberlin-touches-down-at-gatwick-/ 
     http://ezinearticles.com/?Why-Gatwick-Airport-Passenger-Numbers-Continue-to-Buck-the-Trend&id=6565659 
15 http://www.thisislondon.co.uk/standard-business/article-23801104-gatwick-could-poach-ryanair-in-blow-to-baa.do 
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     http://news.flightmapping.com/10/02/01/ryanair-threaten-to-swap-stansted-flights-for-gatwick_2401.html 
16 http://www.gatwick-airport-guide.co.uk/blog/2010/11/gatwick-delighted-as-air-berlin-jumps-ship/ 
     http://www.abtn.co.uk/news/1614953-air-berlin-switches-flights-gatwick 
17http://www.aviationweek.com/aw/blogs/commercial_aviation/ThingsWithWings/index.jsp?plckController=Blog&plck
BlogPage=BlogViewPost&newspaperUserId=7a78f54e-b3dd-4fa6-ae6e-
dff2ffd7bdbb&plckPostId=Blog%3a7a78f54e-b3dd-4fa6-ae6e-dff2ffd7bdbbPost%3a2663b232-4d00-4636-85a3-
b28ebdb9320f&plckScript=blogScript&plckElementId=blogDest 
http://www.businesstraveller.com/news/qatar-withdraws-from-london-gatwick 
18 http://biz.thestar.com.my/news/story.asp?file=/2011/7/13/business/9090565&sec=busines 
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/stories/corporatenews/view/1140694/1/.html  

Airline churn at Gatwick 

Taking a step back, the picture that emerges is that there has been a large degree of 
churn at Gatwick in recent years. In the past two decades: 

• BA has attempted to build a second hub at Gatwick some years ago, but  failed 
and withdrawn many of its services; 

• Gatwick has lost multiple long haul routes to Heathrow; 

• easyJet has grown in a short time period to account for nearly one third of 
Gatwick’s traffic; and 

• [  redacted ]88 

The effect of airline churn is shown in the charts below which show the change in 
shares (in terms of passengers and ATMs) of the top ten airlines at Gatwick between 
2000 and 2010. In Figure 7 the following points are demonstrated: 

• The replacement of BA by easyJet as our main airline is clear; 

• The switching of US-based carriers following open skies is evident; 

• Several charter airlines have since gone out of business; 

• The growth of LCC traffic is profound; and 

• The concentration of our top ten airlines has increased. 

This significant level of churn takes place when in each of the years passenger 
throughput is around 32 million passengers per annum. This demonstrates that 
simply to look at high level changes in throughput does not reveal the full extent of 
airline churn at Gatwick Airport. 

 

 

                                                 
88

 To be excised from the public version 
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Figure 7 – Top 10 airline shares 2000, 2007 and 2010 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airline switching costs 

It has been suggested that some airlines face high costs if they switch aircraft 
between airports. Gatwick does not agree that the evidence supports any conclusion 
that switching costs are generally high or that such high costs  affect a large 
proportion of Gatwick’s traffic. The latter point is relevant because it is not necessary 
for all airlines to be able to switch (or for individual airlines to switch all of their 
services) in order to protect airlines at Gatwick. 

Switching costs are generally low at Gatwick, and are low for airlines accounting for 
the majority of Gatwick’s traffic: 
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• LCC’s have low switching costs89 and are highly dynamic in opening and closing 
new routes, services and bases; 

• Airlines with bases at Gatwick that have bases at other London airports can 
switch services to those airports at low cost. Switching to bases outside London 
is also an important alternative and again can be achieved at low cost;90 

• Non-based carriers have low switching costs;91 

• The CC’s conclusion in its market investigation was that switching costs are in 
general not a barrier to competition; and92 

• The presence of actual switching, both in the South East and elsewhere, shows 
that switching does occur, indicating that switching costs are not a prohibitive 
barrier to switching. 

The CAA has recently commented that long haul airlines face high switching costs.93 
However: 

• Such switching has been a major element of the switching actually observed. 

• The evidence presented by the CAA does not show that long haul carriers at 
Gatwick have high switching costs.  The CAA relies on evidence from the CC 
which shows higher switching costs where carriers are switching to new airports 
for that carrier.    

o First, Gatwick notes that its main based long haul scheduled carriers 
– BA and Virgin – do have existing operations at Heathrow; 
accordingly this evidence is not relevant to Gatwick; and  

o Second, a key theme in the evidence presented is the importance of 
network/hub externalities.  However, that is a feature that applies only 
to Heathrow and not to Gatwick, again indicating that this evidence is 
not relevant to Gatwick.  

                                                 
89

 “No-frills carriers, with rapidly growing route portfolios and flexible business models, are likely to face 
lower costs from diverting growth or even switching some of their existing services (at least at the 
margin) away from airports. Airport charges will also represent a relatively more significant proportion of 
their ticket price. The CAA’s Regional Air Services report noted that no-frills carriers regularly compare 
route development options across a range of airports within the single European market.” CAA (2007), 
A submission by the Civil Aviation Authority to the BAA Market Investigation, paragraph 2.20  
90

 “…the emerging evidence suggests that airlines are able to modify their growth plans, and switch 
some of their existing aircraft, between airports over a very broad area, comparing the returns that can 
be earned operating to/from Stansted with those that can be earned by serving other airport pairs 
across the European Aviation Area.” CAA (2007), De-designation of Manchester and Stansted, The 
CAA’s advice to the Secretary of State, paragraph 33 
91

 The CC states: “… charter and non-based scheduled airlines, with low switching costs, paying rather 
higher charges” BAA Airports Market Investigation Provisional Findings Report, CC, 2008, para 4.4  
92

 The CC stated “The evidence that we have seen … suggests that, in general switching costs as such 
are not likely to be a barrier to competition.” The CC goes on to explain that there maybe other factors 
that affect switching, such as capacity constraints, network effects (at Heathrow), and long term 
commitments for services at the airport., BAA Airports Market Investigation Provisional Findings Report, 
CC, August 2008, para 4.4, 4.19 
93

 Airport Market Power Assessments: Update and emerging views; Supplementary material to 
stakeholder workshop, CAA, November 2011, slide 27. 
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• Even if some airlines do face high switching costs, the fact that others can switch 
offers some protection to those that cannot switch. This dynamic was recognised 
by the CAA in its recommendations that Manchester airport be de-designated: 

“.. whilst some market segments (such as long haul services) may face 
relatively high switching costs, on balance the combined effects of the 
practical barriers to undue price discrimination, the incentives faced by the 
airport to encourage growth in these sectors, and the existence of 
competitive pressure from other airlines and other airports provide sufficient 
comfort that the airport is not in a position to act in an anticompetitive manner 
towards its customers.”94 

• Finally, even if some airlines have contractual commitments or other sunk costs 
that give rise to some costs in switching services in the short run, in the longer 
run they will have ample options to restructure these arrangements and to 
approach the airports to negotiate new arrangements that protect their interests 
going forward.  

The CAA has argued that when services have switched away from Gatwick new 
services have been established to replace them.  There are two points to set against 
the CAA emerging thinking.  First, it would be necessary to establish that backfill, 
where it had occurred, had brought the same, or greater, revenue to the airport.  We 
note that when the US airlines departed Gatwick, after open skies, there was a 
material change in the average number of seats per aircraft movement, from 176 / 
ATM in 2007/08 to 171 / ATM in 2010/11 which will also have had an impact on the 
commercial revenue profile.  Second, and related to the next point, levels of backfill 
at regulated prices cannot necessarily be indicative of backfill at the competitive level 
of prices. 

Finally, it is essential that any appraisal of propensity to switch is conducted with the 
competitive price level as the starting point. In Gatwick’s case excess demand 
implies that capacity clearing airport charges would be above the current regulated 
level.  This is a critical point to understand.  Airlines may claim that price rises from 
current levels will not lead them to change their behaviour, but it is their response to 
changes in prices from the competitive levels which is relevant.  We will develop our 
views on this point as we prepare comments on the Frontier Economics report. 

Conclusion 

For Gatwick’s airlines, the predominant model at the airport is point to point.  This 
gives airlines greater flexibility to switch meaningful volumes, as compared with the 
network model found at hubs.  Indeed, even Gatwick’s long haul takes predominantly 
a point to point form and, being leisure focussed, is subject to greater competitive 
pressures than business focussed routes.  

We note that effective competition does not require that all of Gatwick’s airlines are 
able to switch.  The withdrawal of a limited number of services can have a major 
impact on Gatwick’s economics.  This point is also linked to passenger 
substitutability.  We note that a switch in a relatively small number of passengers can 

                                                 
94 De-designation of Manchester and Stansted airports for price control regulation,  CAA, July 2007, 
para 20 
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make a flight less profitable thereby increasing the propensity of that flight to switch.  
In this way the impact of marginal passenger switching is magnified by the nature of 
airline and airport operations and economics.  

Switching costs for most of Gatwick’s traffic are generally low and the presence of 
some moderate switching costs does not imply a lack of substitutability between 
airports for airlines.   

Capacity issues relating to switching are considered in the next section.     
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Capacity availability in the South East 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Capacity can be looked at in several ways – movements, passengers, overall and 
peak capacities.  The discussion of marginal analysis in the previous section also 
suggests that only a moderate amount of capacity is needed to accommodate 
sufficient airline and passenger switching.  This section shows that there is 
significantly more than this level available, both now and in the medium term.  We 
provide a brief overview of the available capacity and opportunities to realise 
additional capacity at the airports in the South East. 

Capacity availability at the South East airports 

Heathrow 

Heathrow is one of the most intensively used airports in the world, operating at 
around 98 percent utilisation of available movements, with movements currently 
being capped at 480,000 ATMs per annum. This has in the past allowed Heathrow to 
serve up to 68 mppa.  We note that Heathrow is currently predicting it can serve up 
to 80 mppa and that the DfT’s ‘maximum use’ scenario assumption in its recent 
Aviation forecasts was that Heathrow could serve 86 mmpa on constant movements 
of 480,000 ATMs per annum95.  Further, the DfT forecasts that Heathrow’s 
passengers will increase from 65 mppa in 2010, to 80 mppa in 2020, rising to 85 
mppa in 2030.96,97 

                                                 
95 UK aviation forecasts, DfT, August 2011, Table 2.6, page 43. 
96 Table 2.15, page 57. 

Summary 

• The demand-capacity balance in the South East has changed markedly in recent years.  

• There is extensive capacity available in the South East market, potentially amounting to 
30% extra ATMs and over 40% passengers; 

• There is unused peak period capacity at Stansted and Luton; 

• This position can be further improved through better use of infrastructure at all airports, 
including by increasing the number of ATMs, raising aircraft sizes, changing the service 
mix, or by raising load factors;  

• Even when capacity is fully utilised, churn remains high and there is scope to compete for 
higher value traffic; and 

• The recent downgrading of UK and Eurozone growth prospects suggest that demand will 
remain subdued for some time and there is some risk of renewed traffic decline, with a 
further impact on spare capacity 
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This indicates that there is capacity at Heathrow to serve significant numbers of 
additional passengers, through a shift to the use of larger-bodied aircraft and 
increased load factors rather than an increase in ATMs.  Heathrow can 
accommodate increased passenger numbers, even in peak periods, notwithstanding 
runway capacity limitations.98,99  

Gatwick 

Gatwick is the second busiest airport in the UK and the busiest point-to-point airport 
in Europe, handling 31.6 million passengers in 2010/11.  It is also the busiest single-
runway airport in the world, scheduling up to 53 aircraft movements per hour in peak 
times.  However, we have an ambition to grow to 40 mmpa by 2020.  This passenger 
growth will be achieved by making more efficient use of our scarce resource – the 
single runway – by seeking to increase the number of ATMs per hour to 55 in the 
peak; by changing the fleet mix and route make-up; and through an airport charges 
structure that incentivises airlines to use our runway more efficiently, as would be 
expected from an airport behaving competitively. 

We are forecasting that our passenger ATMs will increase from around 235,000 per 
annum in 2010/11 to around 280,000 in 2020/21.100  The DfT’s maximum use 
forecast (based on an ATM limit of 260,000 per annum) predicts that Gatwick can 
currently serve 42 mppa and forecasts that it will serve 35 mppa in 2020, rising to 40 
mppa by 2030.101  Gatwick’s Masterplan projects 45mppa during the mid 2020’s. 

We note that as part of the CC’s investigation into BAA, the peak movements at 
Gatwick were reported by BAA as 50 in the peak hour.  Gatwick, since take-over, is 
now declaring 53 movements in the peak hour, with ambitions to declare 55 
movements.  

Stansted 

Stansted has planning permission to grow to 35 mppa from around 260,000 ATMs 
per annum. This compares to Stansted serving around 18.5 mppa in 2010 from 
around 145,000 ATMs from a peak of around 24 mppa in 2007 from around 191,000 
ATMs.102  The DfT’s traffic forecast predicts that Stansted’s traffic will increase from 
20 mppa in 2010 to 25 mppa in 2020, rising to 35 mppa by 2030.103  This indicates 
that there is currently significant spare capacity at Stansted both in terms of ATMs 
and passengers. 
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 Note, the DfT’s passenger forecasts are rounded to the nearest 5 mppa. 
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 In this context we note that Heathrow does not have a ‘peak’ as such as its serviceable demand is 
relatively flat during the day. Here, peak refers to periods at peak demand in the South East airports 
market more generally. 
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 The above discussion of increased capacity at Heathrow is on the basis that annual ATMs are 
capped at a constant 480,000. We note that it would have the capacity to operate at 540,000 ATMs 
should Government policy towards mixed mode operation change.   
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 “Draft Gatwick Airport Master Plan”, Gatwick Airport, October 2011, section 4.2. 
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 Again, note that , the DfT’s passenger forecasts are rounded to the nearest 5 mppa. 
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 BAA Traffic statistics see 
http://www.baa.com/assets/Internet/BAA%20Airports/Downloads/Excel/BAAMonthlyTrafficStatistics_Ja
n2003-Dec2010_BAA.xls  
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 Again, note that , the DfT’s passenger forecasts are rounded to the nearest 5 mppa. 
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In addition to the available capacity at Stansted implied by the above, there is further 
scope available to it to increase its capacity. This could be for example by increasing 
its annual ATMs further (as is the case at Gatwick) to around 280,000 and by 
incentivising a change in the fleet mix using the airport so that larger planes are 
used.  We see no reason why Stansted could not reach the same level of 
movements and passengers as is being forecast by Gatwick. 

Luton 

Luton currently serves around 9 mppa from around 104,000 ATMs per annum, far 
fewer than either Gatwick or Stansted. Like Gatwick and Stansted, Luton is a single 
runway airport.  We understand that current capacity at Luton is limited by its runway 
length and lack of parallel taxiway.  Potentially, capacity at Luton could be 
significantly increased by additional investment in its single runway, the provision of 
taxiway infrastructure and terminal facilities necessary to accommodate the 
additional passengers.   

The 2003 White Paper took the view that with appropriate investments concerning 
the single runway, Luton could handle 240,000 ATMs and around 30mppa.104  
However, the DfT’s 2011 air traffic forecasts estimate that Luton’s ATM capacity can 
increase to around 135,000 by 2050 and passengers to around 12 mppa in 2020, 
rising to 15 mppa in 2030.   

It would not be appropriate for the CAA to ignore Luton’s potential to expand on the 
grounds that the full scope for expansion would require investments by Luton or that 
Luton has in the past decided against large scale expansion.  Ultimately if there is a 
commercial case for investments in capacity then it is reasonable to expect that 
those with a stake in Luton’s future profitability will find a way to resolve their issues.  
However, for our overall assessment, we have used a conservative estimate of 
Luton’s capacity of 135,000 ATMs. 

London City 

London City served around 2.8 mppa in 2010, down from a peak of 3.2 mppa in 
2008105.  The DfT forecasts that traffic will increase from around 3 mppa in 2010 to a 
maximum of 7 mppa in 2020. The ability of London City to expand capacity is limited 
by its small geographic footprint, its short runway and its being surrounded by water. 
This limits both the number of movements that can be achieved, due to a lack of 
parallel taxiways and the size of aircraft that can land and take-off at the airport. 
However, as indicated by the DfT’s forecasts, London City does have capacity 
available to substantially expand supply to the short haul business sector.   

London City has planning permission for 120,000 ATMs, which it could 
accommodate using existing infrastructure.  The Masterplan for London City 
envisages 8mppa. 
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 Passenger statistics at London City Airport 
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Other airports 

Southend airport is currently in the process of a major re-development including 
lengthening of the runway, developing a new terminal and improving surface access 
infrastructure.  The airport is anticipating that it will serve 2 mppa, operating 4 ATMs 
per hour106.  We have not taken these, or any other airports, plans into account in our 
overall assessment. 

Overview of capacity availability 

The table below provides an overall indication of the scope for airports in the South 
East to serve additional ATMs.  It is clear from inspection that there is very 
substantial capacity to handle additional ATMs.  

Table 4 – Capacity availability in South East – Annual ATMs 

Airport Current 
ATMs1 

2020 
capacity2 

Available 
Capacity 

Heathrow 471,000 480,000 9,000 

Gatwick 243,000 280,000 37,000 

Stansted 139,000 260,000 121,000 

Luton  72,000 135,000 63,000 

London City 60,000 120,000 60,000 

South East Total 985,000 1,275,000 290,000 

Note: 1 ATMs 12 months to September 2011. 
Note: 2 DfT maximum use scenario forecast and other sources. 

 

This table shows available capacity of almost 300,000 ATMs per annum, 
representing around 30% more ATMs than are currently used.   

We also looked at capacity in terms of passenger numbers.  The table below 
provides the breakdown.  It shows that there is the possibility of accommodating 
over 40% higher passenger numbers in the South East. 
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Table 5 – Capacity availability in South East - Passengers 

Mppa Current 
passengers1 

2020 
capacity2 

Spare 
capacity 

Heathrow 69 86 17 

Gatwick 33 45 12 

Stansted 18 35 17 

Luton  9 15 6 

London City 3 8 5 

South East Total 132 189 57 

 Note: 1 Passengers 12 months to September 2011. 
Note: 2 DfT maximum use scenario forecast and other sources. 

 

The precise numbers, both in the case of ATMs and passengers, matter less than 
the fact that there is now available considerable spare capacity in both dimensions 

The availability of peak capacity 

It has been argued that availability of capacity at peak periods would provide the 
best alternatives for Gatwick customers.  As noted above, in the near to medium 
term it is likely that there will be capacity available for additional movements in peak 
periods at Stansted and Luton (especially if Luton expands the capability of its single 
runway), and also at smaller airports.  

Further, if Stansted and Luton were to make similar progress as Gatwick plans in 
respect of maximising use of their single runways, the scope for expansion, including 
in peak periods, would be even greater. Gatwick is exploring the possibility of 
declaring 55 movements per hour in peak periods, which is well above the levels 
currently being achieved by Stansted (which currently has only 50) or Luton.  

Moreover, we note that even at Heathrow, where there is no peak capacity that is 
currently unused, airlines can still access slots by buying slots or airlines that have 
holdings of slots.  At Gatwick, the easyJet purchase of GB Airways gave them 
access to peak slots. The potential purchase of bmi by British Airways will involve a 
transfer of peak slots at Heathrow and we see other examples of slot transfer and 
slot leasing at both Gatwick and Heathrow.  In practice, therefore, peak slots are 
often available at a price.  The price reflects the fact that some airport charges are 
regulated but also the revenue opportunities that airlines derive from selling peak 
slot services to passengers. 

The effect of the economy 

The economic downturn has had marked impact on capacity availability in the South 
East, and can be expected to continue to have a major impact going forward. This 
has been recognised by both the CC and the DfT. 
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Competition Commission 

As noted, the CC has recently revisited the case for requiring BAA to sell Stansted. 
In its decision the CC concludes that there is now substantially more capacity 
available in the South East, especially at Stansted, than there was at the time of its 
previous 2009 decision. 

Department for Transport 

The DfT has recently issued new forecasts for the UK airports with a marked 
reduction on its previous position.  In its 2009 traffic projections, the DfT forecast that 
in 2030 UK “unconstrained demand” (that is, demand projected before capacity 
constraints are taken into account) would be 465mppa in 2030.107  In its 2011 
forecasts, the DfT now forecasts that unconstrained demand in 2030 will be much 
lower, 345mppa.108 

The effect of this drop in forecast demand is that capacity constraints are not now 
expected to result in the major London airports becoming full until 2030 in the central 
case.109  Various reasons drive this changed perspective, but amongst them are 
changes to perspectives on economic growth and oil prices.110 

The current economic crisis 

Since the time that the forecasts above were made and the CC’s Stansted decision 
(summer of 2011), the economic situation has deteriorated.  The recent 
downgradings of UK and Eurozone growth prospects suggest that demand will 
remain subdued for some time and there is some risk of renewed traffic decline, with 
a further impact on spare capacity.111 

Conclusion 

There is a good deal more spare capacity than there was at the time of the 
Competition Commission’s BAA investigation. This has been confirmed in the 
Competition Commission’s recent decision on Stansted disposal as well as the DfTs 
recent traffic forecasts.112  This position is likely to persist for a considerable time 
given the current economic outlook.  

There is also likely to be scope through operational enhancements to improve 
capacity including at peak times.  Improvements have already been made at Gatwick 
since BAA’s divestment. 

In any case, the presence of scarce capacity is, as the CAA has previously argued, 
not necessarily an indicator of market power nor a reason for formal regulation.   
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Gatwick is competing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

This section sets out Gatwick’s competitive conduct since break-up, presenting this 
across a number of different themes.  It then proceeds to compare that conduct to 
the expectations held by the CC and CAA.   

Gatwick performance since sale 

In thinking about how airports compete, it is useful to consider different types of 
behaviours, service innovations and pricing innovations separately.  At Gatwick, 
there are a range of different initiatives and innovations that we have implemented 
since separation from BAA in order to compete more effectively for passengers and 
airlines.  We previously identified a number of these in our submission in December 
2010 to the CC on its consideration of material changes in circumstances, with these 
being cited by the CC in its July 2011 Stansted decision.  For example, the CC 
stated: 

“This evidence [of increased non-price competition] is encouraging; 
although Gatwick has not been under separate ownership for very 
long, the evidence is in line with what we would expect to develop 

Summary 

• Since its sale, Gatwick has been competing by improving service and performance ;   

• Passenger and airline service: service levels have been improved, for example, we 
consistently meet SQR targets, we have introduced innovative new products such as  
assistance and premium security lanes; 

• Marketing to airlines and pricing policies: the airline marketing program has been 
significantly enhanced with long haul discounts helping to attract new airlines; 

• Operating cost efficiencies: operating expenditure is being made more efficient, as 
evidenced by a reduction in operating expenditure of 5.7% during the transition from 
BAA to independent ownership; and 

• Improvements in our investment programme and use of existing infrastructure: the 
capital expenditure program has been overhauled to deliver the optimal outputs most 
efficiently, at times at the expense of short term income.  Further we have looked to 
optimise the use of existing infrastructure, for example seeking to increase the number 
of peak runway movements. 
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over time. We would expect benefits from service quality 
improvements to continue at Gatwick113.” 

As we note above, in an environment free of burdensome economic regulation and 
the distortions in behaviour and incentives it creates, we would expect competition – 
and the benefits it brings to airlines and passengers - to continue to grow.    

Below we consider a number of examples of behaviours and innovations which 
amply demonstrate that we are actively competing in the airport market in the South 
East along a number of themes: 

• Passenger and airline service; 

• Marketing to airlines and pricing policies; 

• Operating cost efficiencies and performance; and 

• Improvements in our investment programme and use of existing infrastructure. 

We have also developed a number of case studies to show in more detail how these 
behaviours and innovations enable us to compete more effectively for passengers 
and airlines. 
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Passenger and airline service 

Immediately after the sale, we placed a significant initial focus on passenger security 
screening to ensure that we provide a product that meets our passengers’ needs, in 
some cases exceeding the quality standards required by the current regulatory price 
control settlement. Initially, this was focussed on ensuring passengers did not have 
to endure unacceptable queues, and subsequently on investing in facilities, people 
and processes to deliver a best in class security product for our passengers.  We 
note that since sale, we have consistently met or exceeded our regulatory 
obligations in respect of security queues, in contrast to Gatwick’s performance prior 
to sale. 

 

Case Study: Improving the passenger experience through security (the new 
South Terminal Security area) 

 

For many people, going through airport security can be their least favourite part of 
flying. That is why Gatwick has designed and built a new £45 million state-of-the-art 
security area in the South Terminal with a focus on passenger-friendly processes 
combined with high levels of security. 
 
Processing every passenger in under five minutes, 19 new security lanes allow 
almost 5,000 people per hour to pass through into the departure lounge. This large, 
high-tech security area includes 15 standard lanes for passengers, two dedicated 
lanes for families with young children and passengers with reduced mobility, and two 
lanes for premium travellers. Smarter scanning technology and automated 
processes are speeding up travel through the security area by 25% - increasing 
passenger capacity for each of the 19 new lanes to 250 passengers per hour.  
 
Gatwick put a great deal of thought into how best to combine new technology, 
information and increased space to improve the passenger experience.  A spacious 
preparation area has been positioned ahead of the main security area specifically 
designed to help passengers get themselves ready to go through security.  Large 
plasma screens giving instructions in five different languages also help passengers 
understand exactly what they can and can’t take through security.  In addition, 
passengers travelling through the new security area benefit from security access 
gates where passengers simply swipe their boarding card or Smartphone displaying 
their boarding card. Another useful feature of the new security area are the colour-
coded lanes with screens displaying the actual queue time, enabling passengers to 
choose the lane they want to use.  
 
Competing for passengers: Passengers benefit from a fast, smart and efficient 
security experience in a modern setting.  Feedback from passengers and airlines 
has been immensely positive and airlines operating from the North Terminal have 
requested a similar security product there. 
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The introduction of our innovative Assistance Lane security screening for passengers 
with reduced mobility (PRM) and families with young children. This was to help to 
reduce the hassle and stress of passing through security, providing a more relaxed 
and targeted service offering, to these passenger groups who require more time and 
space to pass through security.  In addition, this innovation has had the intended 
additional benefit of other passengers being able to pass through security more 
speedily as PRMs and families are not slowing down the passenger throughput on 
other security lanes. This innovation in security has resulted in passenger benefit 
across the board with compliments about security up and complaints down.  

Case Study: Assistance lanes  
One of our other key priorities when we took control of Gatwick was to improve the 
security experience for our passengers – a problematic area for the airport over a 
number of years.  
 
By analysing detailed feedback from our passengers we introduced security 
assistance lanes, which were unique among UK airports at the time. They have 
since been introduced by Heathrow airport: an example of competitive innovation 
enhancing passenger experience in the market. 
 
Specially trained staff and customised facilities – such as wider lanes and x-ray 
machines – provide a more tailored service for passengers. And the slower pace 
helps reduce stress levels and delivers a more enjoyable experience.  
 
The lanes have proved so popular with our passengers that we have also introduced 
family friendly assistance lanes in the border zones (immigration halls). We are the 
first airport to work with UKBA to introduce this for inbound passengers arriving in 
the UK.  
 
Competing for passengers: Feedback from our passengers has been very positive 
and we have seen some encouraging performance across our security operations.  
Complaints relating to security are down by 70% and compliments have more than 
doubled since we introduced the lanes in 2010.  Gatwick has achieved its service 
quality target for security, which means that passengers are queuing for less than 
five minutes, 95% of the time – with average queues of less than two minutes. 

 

The introduction of a Premium security lane product provides a dedicated service for 
first and business class travellers, key passenger groups that we are seeking to 
attract to Gatwick from other airports in the South East. Unlike the previous Fast 
Track - which was simply based on shorter queue times - the Premium 
service focuses on creating a more streamlined environment and personal service. 
As our standard security services are meeting targets to reduce queues, there is no 
longer a significant difference in the time taken to get through. 

We have trained all of our security staff in a Tourism South East City and Guilds 
qualification in customer service to ensure that our passengers receive consistently 
high levels of service. 
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We introduced passenger commitments last year, which have been agreed with a 
number of airport partners. 

Case Study: Passenger commitments  
 
At Gatwick we want every passenger to receive great service, at every touch point – 
to, through and from our airport. Great service is what passengers want and we 
believe deserve and is a key determinant of airport choice. Passengers deserve to 
know what level of service we are aiming to deliver and how we perform. 
 
In 2010, Gatwick became the first UK airport to publish passenger commitments, 
outlining the standards of service our passengers can expect. We have been 
working more closely than ever with our airlines, their handling agents and our other 
airport partners who recognise that we all need to put the passenger first and that we 
each have an important role to play. 
 
In headline terms our passenger commitments centre on three core pledges: 
 
1. We hate queues  
2. We’ll get you off on time 
3. We’ll treat you as our guest  
 
These commitments have so far been endorsed by 21 of Gatwick’s airlines, handling 
agents and on-airport partners, including the UK Borders Agency. They are 
supported by a range of specific initiatives that will allow passengers to see exactly 
what the airport is doing to make their journeys easier and more enjoyable.   
 
Competing for passengers: Poor service performance at airports has resulted in a 
blame game between the various organisations delivering different parts of the 
passenger process. Gatwick’s approach is to take ownership of the passenger 
experience and through an airport campus approach to customer service ensure 
passengers get a consistently good level of service wherever they are in the airport. . 
 

 

We have begun to monitor and measure queues in immigration and check-in in order 
to identify problems and provide solutions, to reduce the amount of time our 
passengers need to queue. 
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We have been working with UKBA to improve the immigration process and product 
at Gatwick to deliver higher quality service to our passengers. 

Case Study: Supporting efficiency at the border 
 
Gatwick understands that making life easier for passengers as they arrive in the UK 
is just as important as delivering service as they depart. That is why we have forged 
a partnership-based approach with the UK Borders Agency to improve the 
passenger experience at the border control.  
 
As part of an extensive data gathering and evaluation exercise, UKBA and Gatwick 
have merged and refined criteria for measuring waiting times and performance 
targets. Gatwick has also worked with UKBA to develop a more effective rostering 
system, so that the right amount of staff can be on duty at the right times, which 
helps to cut queues.    
 
We have also introduced family friendly assistance lanes in immigration. We are the 
first airport to work with UKBA to introduce this for inbound passengers arriving in 
the UK. Our own staff are also on hand at busy times to help ensure a swift passage 
into the UK for passengers. 
 
The border zones also now have a selection of ePassport gates that enable EU 
passengers with biometric passports to get through passport control much more 
quickly and conveniently.  
 
The gates use facial recognition technology to compare a passenger’s face to the 
photograph recorded on the ‘chip’ in the passport. Once the checks are made, the 
gates open automatically. 
 
Competing for passengers: The customer service initiatives, together with 
agreeing shorter queue targets with the UKBA (shorter than both Heathrow and 
Stansted) have delivered improved performance and shorter queue times for 
passengers. 

 

We now publish ground-handler baggage performance in an effort to provide 
transparency for passengers as to how the different ground handlers at Gatwick are 
performing as well as to incentivise them to improve service delivery.  Since we 
started publishing this data performance standards have risen significantly, to the 
ultimate benefit of passengers. 

We re-opened the inter-terminal transit system in 2010 two months earlier than 
planned for by BAA, in time for the summer peak recognising that having the transit 
system out of service at the busiest time would be a significant inconvenience for 
passengers and risked creating a negative impression of the airport. 
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We quickly moved to change the provider of PRM services to ensure a top class 
service is provided to this important passenger segment, enhancing our ability to 
attract these passengers to Gatwick. 

Case Study: PRM service  
 
On any given day, up to 1,700 passengers travelling through Gatwick Airport need 
extra help – passengers, for example, with visual or hearing impairments, wheelchair 
users and those with physical disabilities. 
 
When Gatwick’s new management team arrived at the airport, the standard of 
service being provided to passengers with reduced mobility (PRM) was resulting in 
high complaint levels.  A new service provider was brought on board, and with expert 
input from the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC), our 
airlines and their handling agents, the independent Passenger Advisory Group and 
many more, the service is being transformed. 
 
New service standards for passengers with reduced mobility have been set at 
Gatwick, which far exceed those set by the EU. Passengers can now expect support 
to be with them within ten minutes of arriving at the airport, and that we will keep in 
touch with them every 15 minutes throughout their journey through the airport. 
 
A new help point has been introduced to bring a practical and more personal touch. 
Built-in screens enable passengers to see the operator, which means those with 
hearing impairments have the opportunity to communicate using sign language. 
 
We have invested £2 million in new kit, including five new ambilifts to transport 
passengers onto the aircraft, six mini-buses and 36 buggies to support passengers 
who request help with their journey through the airport. 
 
Competing for passengers: Passengers with disabilities have a very much 
improved experience at Gatwick compared to previously. A combination of new 
infrastructure and more robust staff training benefits not only the experience of the 
passengers concerned, but also the smooth running of the airport by making sure 
that passengers with disabilities arrive in good time for boarding and are met quickly 
to avoid delaying plane departures.   
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We have pioneered innovative check-in products with airlines to make the check-in 
process more passenger friendly.    

Case Study: Revitalising the check-in experience (Norwegian Air Shuttle) 
Reducing queues and delivering a smoother check-in experience was one of our 
early priorities. We listened to our passengers, who said they liked to be able to 
check-in online and wanted more self-service opportunities. 

So we partnered with Norwegian Air Shuttle – an airline which switched from 
Stansted to Gatwick – to create a check-in ‘test lab’ in our South Terminal. 

We have given our passengers control of the process which enables them to use 
self-service kiosks to check in and tag their own bags, and in the first of five months 
of trialling the system we saw usage leap from 35% to 85% - with an average 
transaction time of less than 30 seconds. 

Competing for passengers: These sorts of innovations provide win-wins for 
everyone.  Passengers find it is quicker and therefore don’t have to spend as much 
time waiting in queues. Less queuing time, we believe, is a competitive advantage 
for airports. 

Competing for airlines: For airlines, it reduces their operating costs, and for us it 
ensures a more flexible and innovative use of our infrastructure. Other airlines are 
seeing the benefits and are following suit, with Delta and BA having installed similar 
services and more airlines showing interest.  

 

We have raised our profile with the public as an independent airport competing with 
BAA’s Heathrow and Stansted airports as well as other airports in the South East 
market. Examples include: 

• Taking part in a Sky One fly-on-the-wall documentary series “Inside Gatwick” 
which began being aired in August 2011; and 

• Undertaking marketing to passengers through press, billboard and radio 
campaigns. 
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Our response to the snow events in late 2010 demonstrates the importance we place 
on being able to deliver service to passengers and airlines, even in the most extreme 
circumstances.  

Case Study: Snow responsiveness 

 

Gatwick was particularly adversely affected in the early months of 2010 by heavy 
snow fall.  In light of those events, the new management team undertook a review of 
all aspects of our response to adverse weather, including management of terminals, 
snow plans and our capability to respond, including our snow clearing assets.  As 
part of this, throughout 2010 the airport engaged with a number of Scandinavian 
airports on how they manage snow disruption, evaluated our snow clearing capability 
and sourced new and replacement snow clearing assets and remodelled our 
command and control structures for managing periods of serious disruption. 

The result of this was that we were able to better respond to the snow events in late 
November/ early December 2010, although our experience demonstrated that further 
reform and investment was required.  In response, the Gatwick Board signed off the 
purchase of additional snow clearing assets to a value of over £8 million which more 
than doubled our snow clearing assets.  While most of this was for delivery during 
2011, it also allowed for delivery of second hand Schorling snow clearing assets in 
time for the snow events at the end of December.  While this did not mean we were 
unaffected by the snow falls at that time, our ability to respond was markedly 
improved compared to the beginning of 2010 and the late November/ early 
December snow event due to the ability to deploy increased assets as well as our 
improved command and control processes and terminal management.  

This was in comparison to some competing airports, which had not taken such a 
comprehensive review and reform to their snow preparations and investments.  It 
can be argued that the difference in performance of the airports affected, has at least 
in part facilitated the reforms that have since taken place at BAA airports, which have 
seen further significant investment in snow clearing assets and review and reform of 
command and control processes.  

Competing for passengers: Passengers experience less delays and improved 

standards of welfare than they may otherwise have done.  Gatwick’s significant 
investments and the  competitive responses by other South East airports should 
mean that during future adverse snow events all airports in the market are better 
able to respond, to the ultimate benefit of passengers. 

Competing for airlines: Gatwick received significant positive feedback from its 

airlines on the way that its reformed command and control arrangements and 
investments ensured that delays and cancellations were minimised, particularly 
when compared to some other South East airports. 
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Marketing, service and pricing to airlines 

We introduced a long-haul incentive programme to help airlines establish and 
sustain new long-haul services from Gatwick. This has aided our ability to effectively 
market Gatwick as a viable long-haul base for airlines and has resulted in a number 
of successes to date. For example we have secured new services from Vietnam 
Airways, Hong Kong Airlines and Air Asia X (having switched from Stansted) as well 
as attracting new long haul routes from BA, switched from Heathrow. We are 
continuing our efforts to attract long haul airlines to Gatwick, in preference to other 
South East airports and other European airports. 

Through developing our service propositions and a presence independent of BAA we 
have also gained a number of successes in attracting short haul airlines to Gatwick. 
These include Norwegian Air Shuttle, some Air Berlin services and Lufthansa. 

As well as winning air services, we have also lost a number of services. This 
includes [ redacted ].  This indicates the constant attention that has to be paid to 
retaining existing, as well as winning new, business. 

Our innovative work on check-in and improving on time performance has proved a 
valuable selling point in our discussions with airlines, both new  prospects and 
incumbents considering expanding their services at Gatwick.  Many airlines place 
value on our innovative approaches to airline and passenger service, particularly 
where this can reduce their own operating costs. 
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In 2011, we restructured our aeronautical charges in order to incentivise more 
efficient use of our single runway. This exposes airlines to a greater extent than 
previously to the opportunity costs that they generate. We have recently consulted 
on further amendments to our structure of charges to introduce enhanced incentives 
to encourage more efficient use of the runway.  

Case Study: Efficient pricing 
 
Passenger growth will be achieved by making more efficient use of our scarce 
resource – the single runway.  There are a number of ways in which we are looking 
to achieve this; by increasing the number of aircraft movements (ATMs) per hour; by 
changing the fleet mix and route make-up that will generate comparatively less 
demand for slots; and through an airport charges structure that incentivises airlines 
to use our runway at times of the year when demand for slots is lower, rather than 
when it is at its peak.  
 
Gatwick’s 2011/12 airport charges, or the charges we make to airlines for using the 
airport, are split between charges for landing of aircraft (28%), parking of aircraft 
(7%) and departing passenger charges (68%). 
 
Following a period of multi-lateral consultation with our airlines, as well as open 
discussion through a new airline consultative group that we have established, 
Gatwick has increased airport fees by an average of 6% for 2011/12 financial year. 
 
In taking our decision, we focused on how best to use our charges regime to 
incentivise airlines to use our runway at times of the year when demand for slots is 
lower, rather than when it is at its peak. Accordingly, we have only increased aircraft 
landing charges during Gatwick’s busiest period: the summer. In parallel with that, 
we have removed landing fees altogether in the winter months, as a means of 
encouraging greater all year round use of the runway. 
 
We are confident that this will assist our efforts to even out usage of available slots 
across the year, and effectively manage the demand that we face, by providing clear 
economic signals to airlines to use slots that are currently vacant.  
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Operating cost efficiencies and performance 

Since the change in ownership, Gatwick management have placed great emphasis 
on the need to improve the passenger experience at the airport.  That this has been 
successful is borne out by the marked improvement in, amongst other things, the 
SQR scores.  This is illustrated in the chart below, which shows the percentage of 
SQR measures passed each month in Q5 to date.  We are now consistently meeting 
all targets. 

 
Figure 8 – Gatwick SQR performance Aril 2008 to October 2011 
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Over the same time period management have striven - successfully -  to realise 
operating costs efficiencies.  The trend and make-up of operating cost at the airport 
in Q5 is as follows. In terms of overall cost, there has been a 5.7% reduction in 
operating cost (excluding depreciation) over the three year period in which Gatwick 
transitioned from being a fully integrated part of BAA (2008/09, £304.3m operating 
cost) to Gatwick’s first year of full independent ownership albeit with certain 
transitional services provided by BAA (2010/11, £286.9m operating cost). 
 
Absorption of Corporate Services at Lower Cost 
The transition over this three year period has resulted in a number of changes in the 
make-up of operating costs.  Whilst Gatwick was part of the BAA Group, many 
services were provided by the corporate centre (e.g. IT support, financial service 
centre, retail consultants, etc.) and recharged to Gatwick - this shows as intra-group 
charges.  In addition, under the terms of the sale of Gatwick, BAA was contracted to 
provide certain transitional services - this shows as TSA charges.   In separate 
ownership, the activities formerly provided by the corporate centre are all undertaken 
by Gatwick, either directly or through outsourced arrangements.   
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More effective front line operations 

Following the implementation of revised security screening standards in 2008, front 
line operational staff were increased by BAA.  Since acquisition, a priority for 
management has been to improve the security processing arrangements at Gatwick 
to reduce waiting times for passengers.  In every month since acquisition, Gatwick 
has exceeded the SQR targets associated with security queuing, as illustrated in the 
chart below which shows Q5 as a whole.   Over the same time period, through more 
effective management of front line operations, the number of operational staff has 
been reduced.    

Figure 9 – Q5 security queuing times 
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Improvements in our investment programme and use of existing facilities 

Shortly after the sale of Gatwick by BAA, we undertook a  comprehensive review of 
the BAA capital investment programme to ensure that it was fit for purpose and 
delivered in the passenger and airline interests.  We were able to identify major cost 
savings compared to the BAA plan, as well as delivering more projects than the BAA 
plan. This has led to: 

• cancellation of the development of Pier 7 as it was judged too expensive for the 
increase in pier served stands; we are now developing alternative plans to 
provide pier service; 

• cancellation of the refurbishment of Pier 1, with a revised combined Pier 1 and 
south terminal baggage factory at a significant saving; 

• the introduction of a new south terminal security project (which was not 
previously in the BAA plan), to provide a world-class security product (see 
above);  

• revising the proposals for the south terminal forecourt redevelopment to ensure 
that it is passenger focussed; and 
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• implementing a new car-park construction process that has allowed a faster 
construction at lower cost. 

These innovations and efficiencies have enabled Gatwick to deliver more for less, 
with the inherent benefits for airlines and passengers, which increase our ability to 
attract and retain airlines and passengers in the future. 

Case Study: Investing more for less 
 
Through extensive use of ‘Six Sigma’ techniques, which drive the newly independent 
Gatwick, we have successfully re-orientated our £1.2 billion investment programme 
to focus purely on facilities that will improve the passenger experience. In doing so, 
we have been able to maximise the benefits for passengers and the value for money 
of our investment.  
 
For example, by combining projects to install a new baggage system and replace an 
aircraft pier, we have saved more than £50 million. Similarly, adopting a new 
approach to pier service in the North Terminal has allowed us to save more than 
£200 million.  
 
As a result of identifying major cost savings in the capital works programme we have 
been able to deliver more projects. We were able, for example, to introduce a new 
£45 million project to consolidate the 19 lane security area in the South Terminal and 
deliver the very best security experience for our passengers.  
 
Competing for passengers: We will now be able to deliver services and facilities 
required by passengers, enhancing our ability to compete with other airports in the 
South East.  
 
Competing for Airlines: Because we had revised our capital investment 

programme, increased efficiency and have had a greater focus on delivering the best 
outcomes, we have been able to agree and deliver better capital solutions for our 
airlines. 
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We have begun work to increase the available capacity within our one runway, two 
terminal infrastructure and to provide improved infrastructure to allow airlines an 
opportunity to deploy larger aircraft from Gatwick. 

Case Study: efficient runway and facility utilisation 
 
Following our change of ownership, we have conducted a radical reassessment of 
the way in which we manage the use of our runway, and are implementing a range 
of innovative approaches to maximising the efficiency of how it is used. 
 
For example, we have introduced a far more comprehensive approach to liaising 
with NATS, the air traffic controllers, in order to optimize aircraft movement on the 
ground and in the air. Historically, major airports have tended to take a ‘hands-off’ 
approach towards how aircraft move around on the runway. We are taking the 
opposite approach, and working in partnership with NATS to boost efficiency. We 
have designed and presented to NATS a new tool for this purpose. We will be 
replacing Hermes (a 20 year old runway capacity planning tool, with a three week 
turnaround) and instead using our own tool. Planning and analysis that previously 
took weeks will be conducted in real time.  
 
We are calling this approach ‘ACDM 55’ – recognising our drive to achieve 55 
runway movements in peak hours. This is an enhanced version of the ‘Airport 
Collaborative Decision Making (ACDM)’ that other major UK and European airports, 
including Heathrow, are introducing. ACDM is used airports to minimise delays while 
aircraft wait to land. Our enhance version will be unique to Gatwick and be focused 
on enhancing the overall capacity we can extract.  
 
We are also exploring possibilities to develop facilities to allow A380s to be pier 
served at Gatwick. By providing facilities that can serve these large-capacity aircraft 
will enhance our ability to grow passenger numbers within our current one runway, 
two passenger terminal infrastructure. 
 
In addition, we have recently opened an extension to the North Terminal where 
through effective collaboration with BA, we have installed award-winning check-
infrastructure. 
 
Competing for airlines: Increasing capacity within our current infrastructure and 
developing our facilities allows us to help our airlines grow. 
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We are collaborating with Network Rail to secure a £53 million upgrade to the 
Gatwick Airport rail station, delivering surface access improvements to our 
passengers. 

Case Study: Promoting high quality rail links 
 
Over 10 million passengers arrive at Gatwick by train every year, and its station is 
the busiest airport rail station in the UK. Over the course of 2010, Gatwick and 
Network Rail both identified that the station’s facilities were showing signs of fatigue 
due to heavy use, and that it was becoming difficult to provide the kind of service that 
meets passenger expectations as a result. In September last year, we jointly 
announced a £53 million project to upgrade and improve the station and the local rail 
infrastructure surrounding it. Gatwick will provide £7.9 million of the required funding. 
Gatwick’s decision, under new ownership, to take a different approach was key to 
unlocking this additional investment. This decision was taken due to the change of 
ownership. 

The scheme includes major improvements to the station concourse that will 
complement improvements made to the South Terminal as part of the airport’s wider 
investment programme. It includes a new platform, helping to enhance the quality 
and reliability of the existing Gatwick Express service.  

Competing for passengers: The refurbished station will make rail a more attractive 
choice for everyone travelling through Gatwick and a new lift will make life easier for 
disabled passengers or those with heavy bags. Passengers arriving at one of the 
UK’s key gateways will be greeted by facilities designed to improve the passenger 
experience, more consistent with the facilities they can experience at other airports 
in the South East. 

 

Conclusion  

These examples clearly show that Gatwick has seized the opportunity offered by 
separation to compete for passengers and airlines through innovation, emphasis on 
service and a fast response to changing circumstances. There is also some 
evidence of others beginning to respond. Gatwick is certainly aware that that 
response is likely to improve the more it succeeds in what it is trying to do – in turn, 
pushing Gatwick itself to up its own game further to retain a competitive edge.  

Reconciliation of the available evidence against the 
expectations of competition from the CC and the CAA 

The CC and CAA have described in the past the sorts of conduct that they would 
expect to see in a competitive market.  For example, the CC stated in its 2009 
Airports Market Investigation: 

“Rivalry has numerous beneficial effects: prices and costs are driven 
down, and innovation and productivity increase, so increasing the quality 
and, more generally, the diversity of choice available to customers. 
Further, markets that are competitive generate feedback from customers 
to firms who, in consequence, direct their resources to customers’ 
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priorities. In addition firms are encouraged to meet the existing and future 
needs of customers as effectively and efficiently as possible.114” 

During the CC’s airports market investigation, the CAA provided its views of the 
potential for airport competition. In general, the CAA argued that the CC had 
underestimated the scope for competition between airports in the short term and that 
the CC had placed an undue focus on the scope for competition in the longer term, 
especially around competition to provide additional capacity, for example: 

“The CAA considers that the gains from competition in the short-term are 
likely to be more significant than the Commission indicates in its report. 
In particular, the CAA considers that the gains from such competition are 
passengers and airline business are likely to be greater than 
“marginal”.115  

The matters described in the previous section provide ample evidence that the 
expectations of the CC and CAA are being realised.  The table below provides the 
details. 

Table 6 – Examples of how Gatwick is meeting the CC’s and CAA’s 
expectations of airport competition  

CC/CAA expectation of 
competition 

Examples 

Increased airport rivalry This has been demonstrated through various facets, 
including winning airline business from and in 
preference to Heathrow and Stansted, increases in 
our service level delivery, significantly improved 
passenger feedback, winning industry awards, the 
delivery of an efficient capital programme e.g. the 
case study above on investing more for less, our 
new North Terminal extension and seeking to deliver 
infrastructure to service A380 aircraft  

Price competition, although 
perhaps limited to tariff 
restructuring due to the 
presence of binding price 
caps 

Within the confines of regulation we restructured our 
tariffs to encourage higher value passengers and 
airlines and to optimise the use of our runway. 

The emergence of differential 
commercial strategies 

We are actively seeking ways to encourage and 
attract high-value users of the airport, including 
airlines that convey high numbers of passengers per 
ATM and passengers that contribute 
disproportionately to retail revenues. We have also 
expressed a desire to move towards more of a 
commercial relationship with airlines in order to 
facilitate increased innovation in our commercial 
strategy, but have found this to be stifled by the 
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 Paragraph 5.21 of the CCs Airports Market Investigation report. 
115

  CAA’s response to the provisional findings on remedies, CAA, January 2009. para 2.12 
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CC/CAA expectation of 
competition 

Examples 

presence of regulation. 

Improved capacity delivery The change in government policy since the CC 
report has meant that the previous planned capacity 
is no longer being progressed. We are striving, within 
the confines of existing policy to improve capacity 
delivery through for example increasing the number 
of movements on the runway, collaborative working 
with NATS and increasing stand efficiency, all within 
current runway infrastructure  

An increase in discussion of 
runway capacity expansion 
and active lobbying of 
government on a policy 
framework to deliver such 
expansion 

In spite of the change in government policy, Gatwick 
continues to safeguard land for a second runway and 
included provisions in its recently published 
Masterplan, although there are no current plans for a 
second runway.  

Increased innovation, 
including in infrastructure 
delivery, to better meet 
airline and passenger needs 

Under new ownership we have reformed our 
approach to delivering infrastructure, including 
cancelling some projects which we did not consider 
would deliver customer benefit and introducing new 
projects e.g. case studies above on the new South 
Terminal security area, delivering more for less, 
assistance lanes and snow responsiveness. 

Opportunities for improved 
performance in capacity 
provision to influence ability 
to win airline and passenger 
business 

Our improved performance has delivered in terms of 
allowing us to secure additional airlines at the airport, 
including Air Asia X, Norwegian Air Shuttle, air Berlin, 
Vietnam Airlines and Hong Kong airlines. 

Innovation, including through 
improved ways of working 

Under new ownership we have transformed our way 
of working and delivering for passengers and airlines 
across the whole airport, many instances over and 
above the requirements of regulation e.g. case 
studies above on promoting high quality rail links, 
PRM service, revitalising the check-in experience, 
passenger commitments, improving on-time 
performance and supporting efficiency at the border.  

 

This demonstrates that the CC’s decision to require the sale of Gatwick has brought 
significant benefits, even in the short period since sale. Gatwick has further 
developments planned in order that we continue to fully meet and respond to the 
demands and needs of passengers and airlines. It is also likely too that the other 
airports competing in the market have such plans too and we need to be ready to 
respond to such market developments. 
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Conclusion  

In its review of the competitive landscape, the CAA must consider the radically 
improved performance of Gatwick since the change of ownership.  This change in 
performance is important for two reasons.  First, it directly supports the expectations 
of the Competition Commission and the CAA when the decision to break up BAA’s 
South East monopoly was taken.  Secondly, the improved performance will be 
relevant as the CAA considers the risk of abuse of a dominant position (if found by 
the CAA).  This impacts directly on whether any regulatory remedy is required and, if 
so, the nature of it.     

Since the sale of Gatwick, we have invested more efficiently to the benefit of 
passengers and airlines.  We are seeing increased passenger satisfaction as 
measured by the CAA’s service quality metrics, our own QSM findings, the ratio of 
complaints to compliments, our passenger focus groups and the direct feedback 
received via our social media platforms.  We have worked hard to attract new airlines 
to the airport and retain our existing customers.   

As well as improving efficiency and service quality, Gatwick has introduced a range 
of innovative new products.  The South Terminal security area, family friendly 
security lanes, check-in improvements and changes in the way we look after 
passengers with reduced mobility, are just some of the innovative ways we are 
seeking to compete.  None of these initiatives were stipulated by the CAA.  Many 
were implemented at incremental direct cost and with a significant loss of revenue, 
thereby reflecting the behaviour of a competing business.     
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Buyer power and additional  
constraints 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Airline buyer power 

Airlines with significant buyer power at Gatwick 

When assessing whether an operator or operators have SMP, the CAA considers 
that assessing the existence and degree of airline buyer power may be an important 
factor.  This general point is recognised in various case law and competition 
guidance, including from the OFT and in the CAA’s Competition Guidelines.116 

The section on airline substitutability established the scope for switching existing or 
prospective airline capacity.  We have also established that there is sufficient 
capacity in the South East to enable this to occur.  This section now considers how, 
against this background, airlines can exercise buyer power.  

Airline customers in negotiating with Gatwick can – and do – use the threat  of 
switching or reducing current services at Gatwick or holding back future growth in 
services.  For example: 

• Low cost carrier airline models have become increasingly important at Gatwick in 
recent years. easyJet is now Gatwick’s largest carrier and accounts for 35%117 of 
Gatwick’s passengers. While Ryanair is smaller, accounting for 4% of our 
passengers in the year to October 2011, it is growing strongly with its traffic up 
35.4% year on year. These rapidly expanding carriers have set up bases in 
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 Guidance on the assessment of airport market power, CAA, April 2011, para 6.1 
117

 2010 volumes 

Summary 

• Gatwick faces significant buyer power from airlines that account for the majority of 
Gatwick’s traffic.  Our two biggest airlines account for 50% of our passengers.  Our top 
ten airlines account for over 90% of Gatwick’s traffic; 

• Gatwick faces competition from sources outside the market (where the market is 
defined as the South East.)   Most important of these is the ability of some airlines to 
switch aircraft capacity to UK regional and non-UK airports. The ability of our airlines 
to switch within the market, which is strong, is discussed elsewhere; 

• Competition from other forms of transport for short haul services also needs to be 
taken into account; and 

• This section also discusses a number of other themes that the CAA has suggested are 
relevant to appraisal of market power which add to the evidence that Gatwick does not 
have SMP. 
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multiple airports in multiple countries and frequently change the deployment of 
their aircraft assets. This can be in the form of shifting the balance of aircraft 
between existing bases, or by opening new bases and even by closing existing 
bases in their entirety.  These redeployments of assets can be for a variety of 
reasons including changing patterns of passenger demand as well as more 
strategic behaviour on the part of airlines to limit the pricing flexibility and power 
of airports.  Decisions by these airlines will have a major impact on Gatwick’s 
short and long run commercial fortunes.  The figure below shows the changing 
share of easyJet as it deploys its aircraft around Europe.  The chart shows a 
strong shift away from the UK over the past six years. 

Figure 10 –changing seat capacity of easyJet 2005-2011 
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• British Airways (14%) and Virgin (5%) are also important customers for Gatwick.  
However, these airlines have their main operations located at Heathrow and 
Gatwick services could potentially be switched to Heathrow through purchase of 
the necessary slots, mergers or changing the use of existing slots.  This 
increases the risk of certain routes ceasing at Gatwick and being focussed 
instead at Heathrow.  For example, changes at bmi, if its is sold, could result in 
more efficient use of slots at Heathrow. 

• Other long haul carriers may be smaller than British Airways and Virgin, but they 
are difficult to replace (at least with similarly valuable services) and these carriers 
are well able to play-off different airports, even beyond the South East and the 
UK, against each other. This is particularly true when the airport acts as a spoke 
in an airline’s hub network, which is often the case for Gatwick.  

• Charter operators are generally a source of significant non-aeronautical 
revenues which disproportionately contribute to overall revenue.  Thomas Cook 
(6%), Monarch (6%) and Thomson (9%) each represent major parts of Gatwick’s 
business.  Decisions by these airlines to switch away from Gatwick (as opposed 
to growing their duration throughout the summer season) will risk reducing our 
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non-aeronautical revenue streams and correspondingly put pressure on our 
profitability.  These airlines may view other airports around the South East as 
potential alternatives to threaten Gatwick with, and Stansted could be a  stronger 
competitor than in the past. 

The profit impact on Gatwick where it loses a service without obtaining any 
replacement at all is substantial since Gatwick loses not just the airport charge 
revenue, but also the commercial revenues associated with serving these 
customers.   

In the short-run, operating costs are not substantively variable and thus the loss of a 
service provides limited cost savings.  Over the long-run, there is of course greater 
variability in operating costs with substantial volume changes.  In 2010/11, Gatwick’s 
average aeronautical and commercial revenue was approximately £12.50 per 
passenger.  This figure represents the impact on our annual profits when a service is 
withdrawn. 

CAA guidelines on buyer power appraisal 

The CAA’s Competition Guidelines replicate the four factors identified by the OFT as 
contributing to buyer power.  When assessing airlines against these the CAA needs 
to be mindful that the analysis needs to be conducted at the competitive price level.  
To do otherwise would risk erroneous conclusions being drawn. Some brief 
comments on these four factors are provided below. 

1.  The buyer is well informed about alternative sources of supply and could 
readily, and at little cost to itself, switch substantial purchases from one supplier to 
another while continuing to meet its needs118. 

It is clearly the case that airlines are well informed about alternative sources of 
supply.  It is also the case that many airlines, particularly low cost airlines, can switch 
substantial purchases from one airport to another, while continuing to meet their 
needs. Indeed there are many examples of such airlines switching demand from one 
airport to another, including the complete closure of bases. 

 “easyJet closed its base at East Midlands airport and reallocated the 
aircraft to bases where it will be able to drive an improved return.”119 

 “We will cut our winter UK capacity by 16%, while Stansted capacity 
will fall by 17%”120 

 

A number of instances of switching between South East airports were noted in the 
section on substitutability between South East airports above.  There have also been 
numerous instances of switching between airports outside of the South East.   The 
table in the section on airline switching shows more examples of airlines switching in 
the South East market. 

                                                 
118

 This need not mean that the buyer stops buying the product entirely, just that it reduces purchases 
by a substantial  amount. This may include ceasing to promote the product in question and promoting 
the products of rival suppliers instead. 
119

 easyJet annual report 2010 
120

 Ryanair 2011, Q1 update 
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2. The buyer could commence production of the item itself or ‘sponsor’ new 
entry by another supplier (e.g. through a long-term contract) relatively quickly and 
without incurring substantial sunk costs 

It is possible for airlines to sponsor expansion by other airports, perhaps through a 
long term contract.  Such sponsoring could help the airport achieve economies of 
scale and lower unit operating costs.  easyJet’s recent commencement of services 
from Southend on a long-term contract is a example of such a sponsoring of 
expansion.   

3. The buyer is an important outlet for the seller (i.e. the seller would be willing 
to cede better terms to the buyer in order to retain the opportunity to sell to that 
buyer)  

It is certainly the case that certain airlines are very important for Gatwick. The CAA 
recently produced data on the concentration of airlines at airports in the UK in its 
Market Context paper. These are reproduced below in Figures 11 and 12. 

Figure 11 – Passenger shares of the largest two airlines per airport, 2010 
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Figure 12 – Airport/airline passengers as proportions of airport and airline 

 

Figure 11 illustrates that the two largest airlines at Gatwick (easyJet and BA) 
combined consist of around 50 percent of Gatwick’s passengers. Meanwhile Figure 
12 demonstrates that while BA passengers at Gatwick as a proportion of all BA 
passengers is similar to BA passengers as a proportion of Gatwick’s total 
passengers, for easyJet  the picture is different.  Its passengers at Gatwick as a 
proportion of all easyJet passengers is less than easyJet passengers as a total of 
Gatwick passengers.  This is consistent with the existence of buyer power. 

Even where airlines constitute a relatively small proportion of traffic, they could be 
significant for an airport e.g. Virgin, Thomson or Emirates at Gatwick in Figure 12 
above.  The degree of importance will depend on a number of factors e.g. which 
slots they operate, how efficiently they utilise their slots (throughout the year), how 
efficiently they utilise their slots (in terms of absolute passenger numbers), and their 
passengers’ contribution to non-aeronautical revenues.  

Further, some airlines with a small presence may have a strong negotiating position 
if there are no other airlines that the airport could attract in their place.  For example, 
it may be that a particular route will only realistically be operated by one airline; if that 
airline does not sign up with Gatwick, Gatwick may not obtain a replacement and 
lose out accordingly. This is a particular feature of long haul which therefore gives 
the airlines concerned a degree of buyer power out of proportion to their size 
(current or prospective) at Gatwick. 

4. The buyer can intensify competition among suppliers through establishing a 
procurement auction or purchasing through a competitive tender 

Where a carrier is considering establishing a route out of one of the London airports 
our experience shows that they will often seek to play-off airports against one 
another, including airports outside of the South East, which is akin to an informal 
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auction. To some extent this process is formalised in Routes Conferences which 
Gatwick now attends, but can take place at any time. 

Buyer power is exerted in negotiations across the board, not solely on price 

While price is an important part of an airline’s decision about what airport to operate 
services from, the quality of service that an airline can expect and the facilities 
provided also play an important part. Equally, airlines can exert buyer power in 
discussions with the airport about quality of service and investment in facilities. 

Conclusion on airline buyer power 

It is the case that several airlines at Gatwick have significant levels of buyer power 
when negotiating with Gatwick.  If Gatwick were to attempt to raise prices above 
competitive levels, it would be constrained in its ability to do so by the credible threat 
and ability of airlines to switch their demand away, or to cease to fly certain routes, or 
to cut back their growth plans for the future.   

Other issues raised in the CAA’s Competition Guidelines 
but not yet addressed 

Multi-sided markets 

Airports provide a range of commercial services beyond the aeronautical facilities 
that airlines use, and revenues associated with these services are a key driver of 
airport income and profitability.  Where airports lose airline services or passengers, 
they not only lose the airport charge revenue associated with those customers, but 
also commercial revenues.  

Gatwick also notes that there are interactions between the different “sides” of the 
market: the larger the airport’s route network and passenger volumes, the better the 
commercial services that it can support, which in turn assists in attracting airlines 
and passengers. This intensifies competition to attract airlines and passengers.  

Other activities at airports 

The CAA’s Competition Guidelines discuss airport users other than commercial 
passenger and cargo operators, in particular General Aviation and aircraft production 
or maintenance facilities, that may require regulatory protection. These operations 
are relatively limited at Gatwick and we do not consider that they require any specific 
regulatory protection.  

Constraints from outside the market 

As discussed in the introduction to this section and in the CAA’s Competition 
Guidelines, the appraisal of market power needs to take full account of all constraints 
that operate, including those that lie outside the boundary of the market as defined. 
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In the case of the South East airports, there are at least three121 constraints for the 
CAA to consider: 

• Competition from regional airports; 

• Competition from airports that are not direct substitutes for Gatwick passengers; 
and 

• Competition from other forms of transport. 

We offer some preliminary comments on these below. 

Competition from regional airports 

There are several airports outside of the South East that can and do compete with 
London airports for passengers and airlines.  Competition may take numerous forms: 

• Direct competition for passengers who view Gatwick and a regional airport as 
direct substitutes and wish to travel on routes served by both Gatwick and the 
regional airport.  Southampton and Bournemouth are arguably the closest 
substitutes, but some passengers from further away (notably Bristol) will also 
view Gatwick as a realistic option. “ … more distant urban centres such as Bristol 
and Southampton are the source of more passengers than many more proximate 
districts …”122 

• Airports such as Southend in Essex and Manston in Kent are looking to expand 
their operations and the services that they provide to passengers123.  

• Indirect competition from regional airports that compete with the South East 
airports for passengers.  For example, many passengers in the Midlands and 
closer to London are likely to view Stansted and Luton as good substitutes (and 
closer substitutes than Gatwick). This will act as a direct constraint on the pricing 
and conduct of Stansted and Luton, which in turn will add to the competitive 
constraint posed by Stansted and Luton for Gatwick.  This isochronic chain of 
substitution is demonstrated by the CAA in its July 2011 Working Paper.124   

• Competition from regional airports to attract airlines to locate more routes and 
services. The South East airports currently attract many passengers who 
originate or are travelling to regions well outside the South East because the 
route is not available at their local airport. However, when the route does become 
served by their local airport, those passengers will have a strong preference for 
travelling locally.  Some regional airports may have sufficient local demand to 
support long haul routes (e.g. Manchester), links to other hub airports (e.g. flying 

                                                 
121

 The focus of this analysis is the constraints that would apply assuming that there were no airport 
regulation. Gatwick notes however that if the CAA were to withdraw tightly binding ex ante price cap 
regulation, less immediate constraints on behaviour would remain, such as the application of 
competition law or the threat of re-regulation. Ultimately an airport’s conduct will be constrained by the 
cumulative effect not only of the market constraints faced, but also these residual legal/regulatory 
constraints. 
122 Catchment area analysis, Working Paper, CAA, October 2011 
123

 We note the CC’s view in its MCC decision that Southend will impose some modest competitive 
constraint on Stansted, but that it considered that Southend is unlikely to impose a significant or long-
term risk to Stansted. See paragraph 187. 
124 Catchment area analysis, Working Paper, CAA, October 2011, figure 6 
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from Edinburgh to Schiphol offers passengers access to all the connections 
available at Schiphol), or other short haul routes or charter routes (e.g. 
Southampton may expand its range of such routes).   

The CAA has previously placed weight on these forms of competition, and needs to 
take full account of them now in line with best practice competition analysis.125. 

Competition from European airports for LCC capacity 

The business model of some airlines, especially low cost carriers, is particularly 
suited to moving their aircraft to the most profitable route or base in a broad network. 
These airlines often have several bases in Europe and have an open mind about 
opening new bases or expanding/contracting existing ones. For these airlines, the 
closest substitute for operating a route at Gatwick will often not be switching that 
route to another South East airport, but will be the next most profitable option that 
they have available to them, which may well be to use the aircraft to operate a 
different route in another market. 

Even where the airports may be better off serving routes at Gatwick, the option of 
relocating some of their services to these alternatives may still enhance their 
negotiating position with Gatwick.  The LCCs are also clear that they have the ability 
not to base their incremental growth in the UK. 

Competition from this source has been queried in the past on the basis that if there 
are other “profitable” routes available to airlines, they would be served already. In 
Gatwick’s experience this observation is at odds with widespread experience in the 
market, given that LCCs frequently threaten to and do withdraw routes from airports 
as part of their negotiations with airports.  The practical reality is that this is how low 
cost carriers conduct their business and negotiate with airports.  

Moreover, there are various reasons why the theoretical argument fails: 

• The notion that there is a settled “equilibrium” matrix of LCC aircraft capacity and 
routes served such that all profitable opportunities are always served is at odds 
with the experience over the past two decades. Airlines are continuously 
changing their offerings and fleet plans driven by many factors (e.g. fuel prices, 
exchange rate movements, conduct of rival airlines, movements in economic 
conditions and growth rates across Europe). Profitable opportunities are 
continuously being re-defined. Gatwick contends that the situation is one of 
permanent “disequilibrium” in which investments by LCCs in aircraft capacity and 
the process of discovery of which routes are profitable is a dynamic one that will 
continue over time; 

• Even if aircraft capacity reaches the point where additional aircraft could not 
generate sufficient gross margins to cover their fixed costs, there will still be 
many individual routes not served that are “profitable” in the sense that they 
generate positive gross margins. For example, an aircraft might fly from Gatwick 
to Milan, generating most of its gross margins from the peak period services; the 
off-peak service might fly a low margin rotation from Gatwick to Milan in an off-
peak period, or it might be switched to flying from Denmark to Milan in the off-

                                                 
125

 See for example the CAA’s deliberations on the competition faced by Stansted in the context of the 
Stansted de-designation review and its Q5 regulatory review. 
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peak period. The Denmark-Milan service might be a close substitute, even 
though no airline would buy a new aircraft merely to provide that service.  

• The CAA (in particular) and (to a lesser extent) the CC have recognised 
competition of this nature as exerting a degree of constraint.126 Since the CAA 
last analysed this area in depth the size of the LCC networks and the associated 
evidence on switching across Europe has increased considerably.  Above, we 
have shown how the LCCs deploy their aircraft between their various European 
bases. 

Competition from other forms of transport 

We recognise that for most routes other forms of transport will not be viewed as 
good substitutes by passengers. However, rail (and in some cases road and ferry) 
services will be viewed as substitutes by some passengers for domestic UK flights 
and flights to nearby continental destinations (especially those where access is 
offered by the Eurostar).  Gatwick notes that its domestic UK routes (not including 
Ireland) accounted for 2 million passengers in 2010.  As the links to Heathrow 
improve – Crossrail – its competitive position will increase.  As the transport links 
between Luton and Gatwick improve – Thameslink – this will again change the 
competitive dynamic.   

Conclusion 

Gatwick faces significant buyer power from airlines that account for the majority of 
Gatwick’s traffic. This includes easyJet (which accounts for around 35% of Gatwick 
traffic), British Airways (with around 15%) and some other airlines that account for 
smaller shares of Gatwick’s traffic.  We have needed to offer discounts to attract 
some of our newer airlines to Gatwick and we have seen our existing airlines move 
routes to Heathrow and Stansted.  This is all evidence of buyer power. 

Gatwick also faces competition from sources “outside the market” (where the market 
is defined as the South East).  Most important of these is the ability of some airlines, 
in particular LCCs, to switch existing or prospective aircraft capacity to non-UK 
airports.  Competition from regional airports and from other forms of transport for 
short haul services also needs to be taken into account.   

                                                 
126

 The CAA has argued that competition from this source is an important force. [“..the emerging 
evidence suggests that airlines are able to modify their growth plans, and switch some of their existing 
aircraft, between airports over a very broad area, comparing the returns that can be earned operating 
to/from Stansted with those that can be earned by serving other airport pairs across the European 
Aviation Area. Stansted appears, therefore, to face significant competitive pressure from UK and other 
European airports outside its immediate geographic market.” CAA (July 2007) De-designation of 
Manchester and Stansted airports for price regulation - The CAA's advice to the Secretary of State, 
para 33  
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The competitive price level 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The importance of the competitive price level 

The CAA, in its Competition Guidelines, explains that it is important that the 
competition analysis (definition of the relevant economic market and the assessment 
of market power) is conducted from the “competitive price level”. In many markets 
the prevailing price level can often be taken as providing a good indication of the 
competitive price level.  However, for the regulated airports in the South East, there 
are a number of reasons why the prevailing price level may in fact be a poor 
indicator of the competitive price level: 

• The regulated charges are set using measures of historic costs, whereas prices 
in competitive markets will take account of forward looking costs as part of the 
interaction of supply and demand; and 

• Where, at times, the demand for Gatwick slots exceeds the supply of those slots, 
this is reflected in the value of those slots and prices charged by airlines to 
passengers. 

In light of these issues, the CAA stated in its Competition Guidelines: 

“The CAA considers that it is important to understand, at a minimum, 
whether there is evidence that the prevailing and historical price 
levels are reasonably close to, or significantly above or below, the 
competitive level. Given the difficulties involved in establishing a 
competitive price level, it might not always be possible to derive an 

Summary 

• The CAA recognises that its analysis of market definition and market power needs to take 
the “competitive price level” as its analytical starting point; 

• The CAA explains that there are a range of methodologies that can be used to generate a 
range of “competitive price levels”; 

• The CAA has extensive precedents, including their own work, to support this approach; 

• Our analysis, following discussions with the CAA, shows that it is highly likely that the 
“competitive level” of charges is above the current (regulated) level of charges;  

• This is demonstrated on a range of measures: LRAIC, replacement cost of existing 
facilities, the presence of excess demand for Gatwick slots, and by comparison with 
charges at other airports; and 

• Accordingly, all evidence presented to the CAA that explicitly or implicitly looks at 
constraints on whether Gatwick might in theory be able to raise charges above current 
levels is not relevant.  
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accurate measure. Nevertheless, where sufficient and robust 
evidence is available to determine a reasonable estimate, the CAA 
expects to take full account of it.”127 

The CAA sets out the methodologies it will be reviewing.  These include the use of 
long run average incremental cost (LRAIC) and replacement cost methodologies.  
The CAA’s use of LRAIC is not new.  Extensive work was undertaken by the CAA 
when setting the Stansted Q5 price cap.  The CAA’s LRAIC calculations were taken 
into account in the CAA’s eventual conclusions for Stansted.128  As part of our 
calculations, we have used the LRAIC model provided by the CAA. 

In this section, we set out our analysis of different indicators of the competitive price 
level.  For the current purposes these provide ranges of where the competitive price 
level might be expected to be rather than point estimates.  These different measures 
all consistently indicate that the prevailing regulated price level at Gatwick is below 
the level that would be expected in a competitive market.  This should not be 
surprising given the reasons set out above as to why the regulated price level may 
be a poor indicator of the competitive price level.  

Gatwick’s estimates of the competitive price level 

Estimates of long run average incremental costs 

We commissioned economic consultants FTI to undertake an analysis of the 
forward-looking cost of providing additional airport capacity at Gatwick, based on 
LRAIC estimates.129   FTI was able to utilise the methodology developed by the CAA 
for assessing LRAIC when setting the Stansted Q5 price cap.130  By its nature, 
developing pin-point estimates of LRAIC is inherently difficult.  We therefore 
discussed the methodology to be used for these calculations with the CAA.  
Following our discussions with the CAA, FTI generated a range of different 
estimates, based on different additional incremental capacity additions and on 
different incremental passenger assumptions. These are summarised in Table 7 
below. 

Table 7 estimates of LRAIC at Gatwick 

 Price level (per passenger)1 

Current  £8.80 

Limited capacity expansion £10 - £11 

2nd runway capacity expansion131 £14 - £28 

Note: 1. Figures in 2013/14 prices 

                                                 
127

 Guidance on the assessment of airport market power, CAA, April 2011, para 3.19 
128

 See section 4, “Airport regulation, Economic regulation of Stansted Airport 2009-2014 CAA 
Decision”, March 2009  
129

 Gatwick intends to make a separate summary paper of FTI’s work available to the CAA for 
publication as well as presenting its analysis and results at a stakeholder workshop. 
130

 The CAA’s LRAIC model is available on its website 
131

 Second runway costs are indicative only as Gatwick has no current plans for a second runway 
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These estimates of LRAIC at Gatwick are consistently above the current regulated 
price.  They range from a relatively modest increase when based on modest capacity 
additions, to more significant increases when more significant capacity additions are 
accounted for.  This suggests that prevailing prices at Gatwick are below the levels 
that would be expected in a competitive market and indeed could be significantly 
below such levels.   

Estimates of replacement costs 

We also commissioned FTI to undertake an analysis of what the replacement cost of 
Gatwick could be, again in discussion with the CAA.  The CAA notes that an 
estimate of the replacement cost of the airport can inform the competitive price level 
as it provides an indication of the costs that would be required to be incurred by a 
new entrant seeking to enter the market.  Given the nature of the exercise this 
analysis has been undertaken at a very high level and not at the detailed level that 
would be expected if an airport was actually being considered to be built.  
Nevertheless, we consider the data provides a reasonable basis from which to 
consider the costs to a new entrant and in turn the price level that could be expected 
in a competitive market. 

Our estimate of replacement cost is between £15 and £20 per passenger. 

Market clearing price 

There is evidence of excess demand at certain times of the day and certain times of 
the year at Gatwick.  This is demonstrated in Figure 13 below which is ACL data on 
total runway demand and slot availability at Gatwick in Summer 2011.132 

Figure 13 – Gatwick Airport demand and supply, Summer 2011  

 

Source: ACL 

The total runway movement allocation resulting from the initial demand submissions 
are shown in Figure 14 below. 

                                                 
132

 Source: “Gatwick Airport summer 2011 start of season report”, ACL 
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Figure 14 – Gatwick Airport runway movement allocation, Summer 2011 

 

Source: ACL 

The market clearing price would be the price at which there is no longer any excess 
demand in the market – demand and supply would be in equilibrium.  Given that 
there is excess demand at prevailing prices, this suggests that prevailing prices are 
below the market clearing price. This is further evidence that the current regulated 
price is below the level that would be expected in a competitive market.  

Benchmark price comparison 

Comparison of Gatwick’s airport charges to other international airports corroborates 
the conclusion that Gatwick’s charges are low. Leigh Fisher (formerly Jacobs 
Consultancy) produce annually a variety of airport benchmark data, including on 
airport charges, the most recent being for 2009/10.133  In this, Leigh Fisher sample 
50 airports worldwide to cover “a broad spectrum of different approaches to airport 
pricing in a variety of public or private sector operating environments under different 
regulatory regimes.  On the basis of its 2010 airport charges index, Gatwick is 44 out 
of 50 (with 1 being the highest charges and 50 being the lowest).134 Gatwick’s 
relative ranking is shown in Figure 15 below: 

                                                 
133

 “Review of airport charges 2010” Leigh Fisher. 
134

 Table 1, page 4 
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Figure 15 – Index of comparison of sample airport charges 

Leigh Fisher Airport Charges Ranking
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Source: Leigh Fisher 

The report also provides data on the historic ranking of the airports. The ranking of 
Gatwick and Heathrow over time has been as follows showing that Gatwick is 
consistently in the bottom quartile, particularly in recent years:135 

Table 8 – Gatwick’s relevant airport charges ranking 1990-2010  

 1990 1995 2000 2002 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Heathrow 18 26 21 35 18 12 4 13 11 

Gatwick 22 34 31 49 43 42 39 42 44 

Source: Leigh Fisher 

                                                 
135

 Table 14, page 85 
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Finally, we have directly considered the reported prices of the South East airports.  
These show traffic charges per passenger.  

Table 9 – Aeronautical income of large South East airports, 2010/11 

Airport Traffic charges / passenger Traffic charges / WLU 

Heathrow £14.57 £12.09 

Gatwick £7.64 £7.43 

Stansted £6.61 £5.97 

Luton £5.02 £4.87 

Note: WLU = 1 passenger, or 100kg of cargo 

This data suggests  that the airport charges at Gatwick are relatively low when 
compared to charges at a variety of other UK and world airports, while being slightly 
above Stansted and Luton, and well below Heathrow. 

Conclusion on competitive price level data 

Figure 16 below shows that the current regulated charge at Gatwick is below the 
price that would be expected in a competitive market on a number of different bases. 
The  existence of some degree of excess demand at current prices at Gatwick  
further suggests that the current charge is below the competitive price level.  

Figure 16 – Comparison of current regulated price versus measures of the 
competitive price level 
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easyJet’s critical loss analysis  

easyJet has submitted a paper commissioned from Frontier Economics explaining 
that a de-regulated Gatwick would find it profitable to raise prices above current 
regulated levels, which Frontier Economics considers is a reasonable starting 
point.136 However, the analysis in our view does not show that Gatwick would find it 
profitable to raise prices above competitive levels. 

In particular, the analysis examines the profitability of raising prices above current 
levels. Frontier Economics make an assumption that the current regulated level of 
prices is at the competitive price level.137  However, as we have demonstrated, this 
assumption is unlikely to be valid.  As such, the analysis might have less relevance 
to the CAA’s considerations.  In any event, we intend to respond to the Frontier 
Economics report shortly, as well as offering further thoughts on the CAA’s “emerging 
thinking”. 

Conclusion 

The CAA recognises that best practice competition analysis requires the estimation 
of a competitive price level.  There is no unique value for this, rather a range of 
estimates.  Using the CAA’s own methodology, and following discussions with the 
CAA, we have developed estimates of “incremental costs”.   We have also looked at 
the level of airport charges set by our competitors.  Finally, the fact that Gatwick has 
excess demand for some of the day is suggestive of prices below a market clearing 
price.   All these ways of looking at Gatwick’s current prices indicate current prices at 
Gatwick are below the competitive price level, perhaps significantly so.  The CAA 
recognises that any market assessment must take account of this evidence.   

 

                                                 
136

 Frontier Economics (Nov 2011), Market power assessment: Gatwick and Stansted Airport, 
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/5/rpt-easyJet Competition Assessment Final Report_Abridged.pdf  
137

 See footnote 6, page 7, of the Frontier Economics report.  
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Conclusion on substantial market 
power 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

This section sets out why Gatwick cannot be regarded as dominant now, or in the 
medium term.  We begin with market definition, concluding that the relevant market 
is at least as wide as the South East.  We explain that Gatwick’s share in that market 
is at most 25%.  We summarise the extensive additional evidence to show that there 
are additional constraints to be analysed.  We conclude that, given the high hurdle 
that the SMP test represents, there is no basis for the CAA to conclude that Gatwick 
has SMP.   

Market definition 

The CC, the CAA and the DfT have to date consistently concluded that the relevant 
geographic market is at least138 as wide as “the South East”.   These conclusions are  
clearly supported by updated analysis discussed in the sections above.  We show 
that many passengers regard the airports as good substitutes, as demonstrated by 
the evidence arising from iso-chrone analysis, catchment area overlaps, passenger 
surveys, and evidence that airlines located at different airports compete. This points 
to a large number of marginal passengers, which is the relevant consideration for a 
market definition assessment.  

There have been some recent suggestions by the CAA that there may be separate 
market for different segments of traffic. However, the evidence does not support this 
view, and it runs strongly against the previous positions of the CC and CAA on the 

                                                 
138

 The main differences of view have concerned whether the geographic market might be even wider 
than the South East e.g. whether it should encompass regional airports as well as the London area 
airports. 

Summary 

• The relevant geographic market is at least as wide as “the South East”, consistent with 
previous market definitions by the CC and CAA;   

• Gatwick’s share of the South East market is at most 25%; well below the levels associated 
with a dominance finding;  

• There is no separate market for segments of Gatwick traffic;  

• There are important additional constraints on Gatwick, such as airline buyer power and 
capacity at other airports;  

• There is strong evidence of Gatwick competing; and 

• Accordingly, there is no basis for the CAA to conclude that Gatwick has SMP.. 
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matter.   Accordingly, there is no basis to subdivide the market into segments.  We 
intend to fully address this point when we respond to the CAA’s emerging 
thoughts.139 

Accordingly, Gatwick sees no reason to change the previous conclusions of the 
CAA, DfT and CC and concludes that the relevant economic market for the CAA’s 
assessment of competition is the market for aeronautical services provided to 
airlines and their ground-handling agents in the South East. 

Market structure and market shares  

The European Court has stated that dominance can be presumed in the absence of 
evidence to the contrary if a firm has a market share persistently above 50 percent. 
Moreover, the OFT in its Guidance states that it considers that it is unlikely a firm will 
be individually dominant if its share of the market is below 40 percent.  This is 
especially true where rival firms in the relevant market have sizeable market shares 
(and are not fragmented). In the South East, Gatwick is not even the largest supplier 
in the market. 

Market shares by volume  

The market shares of the airports in the South East market, in terms of capacity and  
passenger numbers are set out below -  

Table 10 – Capacity availability in South East – Annual ATMs 

Airport Current 
ATMs 

Share of 
current 
ATMs 

2020 
capacity 

Share of 
2020 

capacity 

Available 
Capacity 

Heathrow 471,000 48% 480,000 38% 9,000 

Gatwick 243,000 25% 280,000 22% 37,000 

Stansted 139,000 14% 260,000 20% 121,000 

Luton  72,000 7% 135,000 11% 63,000 

London City 60,000 6% 120,000 9% 60,000 

South East Total 985,000  1,275,000  290,000 
 

 

                                                 
139

 For the avoidance of doubt, even if there was some basis to segment the market Gatwick would not 
have market power in any individual segment. 
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Table 11 – Capacity availability in South East – Passengers  

Mppa Current 
passengers 

Passenger 
share 

2020 
capacity 

2020 
capacity 

share 

Spare 
capacity 

Heathrow 69 52% 86 46% 17 

Gatwick 33 25% 45 24% 12 

Stansted 18 14% 35 19% 17 

Luton  9 7% 15 8% 6 

London City 3 2% 8 4% 5 

South East Total 132  189  57 

 

Further, If market shares are measured by revenue, Gatwick’s share is even smaller. 

Table 12 – Market shares by total revenue and by aeronautical revenue 

Airport Total 
Turnover 

(2010) 

Aeronautical 
Income/ Traffic 
Income (2010) 

 

Total 
Turnover 
Shares 

Aeronautical 
Income Shares 
(excluding LCY) 

Heathrow1 £1855.5m £991.3m 67.7% 70.6% 

Gatwick3 £476.3m £244.3m 17.4% 17.4% 

Stansted2 £229.6m £123.7m 8.4% 8.8% 

Luton4 £102.187m £45.742m 3.7% 3.3% 

London City5 £75.2m No data 
available 

2.7% No data 
available 

Notes: 

1http://www.baa.com/assets/Internet/BAA%20Airports/Downloads/Static%20files/Heathrow_Airport_Limited_2010.p
df, pg 8 

2http://www.gatwickairport.com/Documents/business_and_community/Investor%20relations/Annual%20report_marc
h2011.pdf, pg17. Data is for 1 April 2010 – 31 March 2011. 

3http://www.baa.com/assets/Internet/BAA%20Airports/Downloads/Static%20files/Stansted_Airport_Limited_2010.pdf
, pg 7 

4 http://www.london-luton.co.uk/en/download/152/London%20Luton%20Airport%20Annual%20Report%202010.pdf, 
pg 14 

5 http://www.londoncityairport.com/downloads/Review%20of%20the%20business.pdf, pg 2 

Gatwick notes that drawing like-for-like comparisons of this type can be difficult because of differences 
in the services that are provided by the airport itself and how these are treated in the accounts. For 
example, the figures above for Heathrow include Heathrow Express.  However, the figures are 
suggestive that revenue shares are again significantly below the levels associated with dominance 
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Conclusions on market share 

Whether we analyse passengers or capacity, Gatwick has at most 25% of the South 
East market.  Given the opportunities of other airports to expand, this market share 
would be expected to decline in the medium term.   

Transfer traffic 

It has been queried whether transfer traffic should be included within any analysis of 
market shares.  It has been argued that the provision of services to transfer 
passengers could be seen to be subject to different competitive conditions from 
providing services to point to point passengers.  

Gatwick is not persuaded by this argument.  While it may be the case that transfer 
passengers (principally at Heathrow) view the principal substitutes as continental 
hub airports, there is likely to be a high degree of supply side substitution between 
serving these passengers and serving point-to-point passengers.  If point-to-point 
passenger demand rises relative to transfer demand the likely consequence will be 
that more point-to-point passengers are carried and fewer transfer passengers, given 
the underlying airline economics.  There is also scope for substitution of services, 
with scarce Heathrow capacity being shifted towards point-to-point services and 
away from hub services.  Accordingly, Gatwick doubts that there is a good case for 
excluding transfer passengers. 

However, even if the airports’ market shares are calculated with transfer passengers 
removed, this makes no difference to the implications of the market share analysis. 
Recalculating market shares with these passengers removed will still leave 
Gatwick’s share at less than 30%, again well short of the levels associated with 
dominance. 

Ownership of multiple airports 

The CAA, in its Competition Guidelines identifies airport cross-ownership as 
potentially affecting the competitive constraints facing an airport.  As noted by the 
CAA, cross-ownership of airports might reduce the scope for competition between 
them.  However, the CAA notes that cross-ownership would not preclude competition 
between the connected airports entirely, or that one airport might be found to have 
SMP and another airport under common ownership might not. In the context of the 
South East airports market, the airports with cross-ownership are Heathrow and 
Stansted and Gatwick and London City.  

In the case of Gatwick and London City, GIP has a common shareholding, having a 
42 percent shareholding of Gatwick and a 75 percent shareholding of London City. 
This cross ownership was considered by the competition authorities when the 
purchase of Gatwick by GIP was cleared by the competition authorities.  Even if 
London City and Gatwick were considered together, their combined market position 
would fall well short of dominance.  

Conclusion on market structure 

Gatwick is only the second largest of the four major (and in all likelihood all 
separately owned) airports in the South East airports market. Its market position is 
patently far short of the levels associated with single firm dominance. This provides 
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an extremely strong prima facie case for concluding that Gatwick is not dominant in 
the South East airports market, it does not have SMP in that market and that the 
minimum condition for continuing to apply ex ante economic regulation is not met. 

Further evidence 

In this submission, we have provided extensive evidence that will need to considered 
and assessed by the CAA in its analysis:  

• Capacity availability in the South East: Discusses the fact there is more spare 
capacity in the South East than when the CC and CAA called for the sale of 
Gatwick and Stansted; 

• Competitive conduct by Gatwick since sale: Explains the different ways in 
which Gatwick has sought to compete for passengers and airlines since its sale 
by BAA, confirming the expectations of the CC and CAA; 

• Buyer power and other constraints: Shows that airlines with a degree of buyer 

power account for the majority of Gatwick’s traffic. The section also discusses 
additional constraints on Gatwick arising from outside the market, in particular 
the propensity for LCC’s to switch aircraft to geographically distant European 
bases; 

• The competitive price level: Shows that the competitive price level, which must 

be the starting point for the CAA’s assessments of market definition and market 
power, is likely to be above the prevailing regulated price level at Gatwick. 

Conclusion on substantial market power 

Gatwick 

In line with best practice and its own approach, the CAA needs to assess the 
cumulative impact of all the constraints on Gatwick, from within and outside the 
market.   As with its previous market assessments of Stansted and Manchester, the 
CAA will have to come to a view on the balance of all the evidence it collects.   

The level of the SMP hurdle means that the case for dominance has to be made to a 
convincing standard.  The available evidence does not come close to satisfying that 
hurdle.  Gatwick is not dominant, does not have SMP, and there is no case for 
continued regulation at Gatwick. 

Other airports in the South East 

Although we have not undertaken a detailed analysis of the market power of the 
other airports operating in the South East airport market, we consider that the 
conclusion of no SMP is also likely to hold for Luton and London City airports. 

As regards Stansted, we note that the CAA previously concluded in its de-
designation review of Stansted that it considered that Stansted did not have SMP, 
and would not be expected to acquire SMP in the South East airport market. 

In terms of Heathrow, we note that the CC during its airports market investigation 
identified Heathrow’s role as a hub airport as conferring market power on Heathrow 
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due to the significant network externalities associated with a hub airport.140 This may 
indicate that Heathrow could be expected to have SMP in the relevant market, but 
that will need to be substantiated by the CAA, with reference to the available 
evidence. 

Collective dominance 

Given that the evidence available in the market leads us to conclude in our view that 
the CAA is not and cannot be in a position to find Gatwick to have SMP in the South 
East airports market we have also considered the issue raised in the CAA’s 
Competition Guidelines of whether Gatwick could be in a position of collective 
dominance with one or more airports operating in the relevant market (in particular 
Heathrow, given what the CC stated about Heathrow’s hub status during its airports 
market investigation). 

Although we have not conducted a full and comprehensive analysis, we see no 
reason why there would be collective dominance in the South East airports market or 
the grounds on which the CAA could come to such a conclusion (for example to find 
both Heathrow and Gatwick to be dominant in the market). 

 

                                                 
140

 Airports market investigation Final Report, Competition Commission, 2009, para 3.130. 
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Part III: Regulation will hinder 
competition 

Introduction 

In the previous section we concluded, based on the CAA’s analytical framework and 
its previous analysis, that Gatwick is not dominant in the airports market in the South 
East.  Even if the CAA were to find otherwise, that does not automatically translate 
into a requirement for formal regulation.  

The draft Bill contains a three limbed test. The first being SMP and the other two 
requiring an assessment of i) the risks of abuse of such a position and of the 
likelihood that Competition Law would be insufficient to deal with them, and ii) of the 
costs and benefits of a regulatory solution, i.e. do the benefits of regulation outweigh 
the costs.  

This section sets out some considerations that need to be taken into account in 
considering that latter test and, in particular, some of the costs that regulation 
imposes based on historic experience and the continuing behaviours and culture it 
engenders.  We highlight the possibility that these costs will increase in the more 
competitive environment engendered by break-up of BAA . 

Many of the issues that arise stem from the existence of regulation per se, rather 
than its precise form, and in particular its potential to crowd out commercial 
behaviours and innovation. 

Regulatory track record 

It is worth reflecting first on the performance of regulation at Gatwick in the period 
while owned by BAA.  While prices were kept low, and below market clearing levels, 
this was at the expense of the passenger experience and the longer term 
sustainability of the airport infrastructure. The latter fell well short of what is required 
to deliver a competitive airport product for the market within which Gatwick operates 
and service levels were at best adequate.  There was little innovation at the airport 
and little culture for innovation.  The absence of competition contributed to these 
shortfalls and but regulation did not adequately correct for them. 

Regulation has also not provided a firm foundation for the airport company.  Gatwick 
airport has not, on the CAA's own analysis, made its allowed returns in Q4 or Q5. 
This is a poor basis for the significant investment that now has to be made. 

This is not necessarily to criticise the CAA or the particular scheme of regulation but 
to recognise that there are limits to what regulation can achieve.  It may be able to 
undertake the relatively simple task of constraining prices but it is far less able to 
simulate the dynamism that competition can bring.  Were it not so, there would be 
less reluctance to use it in the economy generally where protection against potential 
abuse of dominance is usually left to Competition Law. 

Since the sale, the position is clearly better and there has been improvement in 
service, innovation and competitive behaviour.  However, we are concerned for the 
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reasons set out in this section that ongoing regulation will hinder the continued 
development of competition and future innovation.   

Regulating in the presence of competition 

It is notable that the failings identified above resulted during a period when regulation 
was dealing with a monopoly, a more tractable task than that involved in seeking to 
regulate players in the developing competitive market created by the BAA break up 
decision.  

Regulation has not proved adept at dealing with even existing uncertainties – mainly 
around traffic. Those uncertainties will be multiplied in a more competitive 
environment.  The risk for the CAA and for passengers in this situation is that it will 
effectively become the arbiter of the competitive strategies of the rival companies in 
the South East market through the blessing of individual airport investment plans, 
the determination of service quality targets and more general use of incentives to 
pursue the regulator’s vision of the best interests of consumers.  

As the CAA itself has consistently recognised, the risk is that such regulation would 
crowd out competition and stifle innovation.  The risks of error are also much greater 
in a more complex, market-driven environment.  As a result, the potential for losses 
to set against uncertain gains from regulation will be that much larger, in particular 
through: 

• The crowding out of competition on pricing innovation; 

• Making commercial discussions for long term provision of tailored services to 
individual airlines very challenging; 

• Disincentivising innovation generally because gains are in one way or another 
clawed back so that the returns may be incommensurate with the effort and costs 
involved in an uncertain market; 

• Focussing service on regulatory targets rather than innovating in the dynamic 
way that competition promotes; 

• Limiting the incentives to argue for enhanced capacity because issues around 
regulatory commitment and returns are added to the inevitable political and 
planning hurdles; and 

• Focussing managers' and airlines time and effort on the periodic regulatory 
process where there may, perversely, be greater commercial gains to be had 
than through better serving customers and passengers. 

It is recognised, of course, that there are a range of regulatory possibilities and that 
the tighter the regulation the greater the potential for adverse effects in a developing 
competitive market.   However, it is a mistake to think that ‘more proportionate’ forms 
of regulation are risk free. In particular, through regulatory intervention, they 
inevitably focus industry thinking on the CAA and its processes.  
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We are concerned in particular that regulation will crowd out the sort of commercial 
contracting that a competitive market would drive between an airport and its airline 
customers.  This is because: 

• Airlines – and airports – see regulation as a potentially better outcome to be 
explored before accepting a contract; and 

• The spreading of any efficiency improvements across the entire airline 
community means that a commercial partnership approach with customers is of 
far less value.   

This is most obviously illustrated where the regulator effectively sponsors the 
discussions, as in “constructive engagement”.   Gatwick has been supportive of 
constructive engagement.  However, effective though it was in improving airport / 
airline relationships and understanding, it falls a long way short of a genuinely 
commercial interaction.  This is not surprising as constructive engagement is bound 
up with the regulatory process and is ultimately overseen and sanctioned by the 
CAA.  It involves the entire airline community as a whole rather than the one-to-one 
relationship between a supplier and customer. 

Gatwick was also pleased that it was able, via discussion with our customers, to 
agree the one year extension to Q5.  Again, that agreement, constrained in time and 
scope, illustrates the limitations of the regulatory structure. 

These difficulties in designing regulatory interventions which do not adversely impact 
competition represent a good argument for regulators looking beyond the current 
state of competition, constrained as it will be by extant regulation, to the potential for 
it to develop further.   This is in line with the CAA’s views –  

“Whilst the CAA agrees with the Commission that it is difficult to quantify 
and identify the gains from competition, there is likely to be a general 
tendency to place insufficient weight on these gains, by virtue of their 
being difficult to identify and quantify. “141  

The uneasy truth is that the existence of regulation, and the constraints and 
incentives it imposes, means that the evidence of effective competition at the point of 
exit from regulation is bound to be imperfect. If the CAA were to place undue 
reliance on such evidence and use that to conclude that regulation should continue 
that would represent a ‘catch 22’ where constrained development of competition 
(due to regulation) is used as an argument for perpetuating that very regulation.  

A useful example of a regulator stepping back and allowing commercial outcomes 
can be seen in Australia.   

                                                 
141

 Response to the Competition Commission’s Provisional Decision on Remedies, CAA, 2009, para 
2.12-2.13  
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Conclusion  

It is widely recognised, including by the CAA, that regulation stifles competitive 
forces.  For this reason, regulators have sought to move ahead of the game so as to 
give competition more chance to develop.  In Gatwick’s case, it is important to 
recognise that the sort of commercial relationships we wish to see with our 
customers cannot develop freely in the shadow of regulatory decision-making which 
inevitably displaces and alters commercial interactions.  As in other areas, the full 
benefits of competition will only arise with the lifting of the distorting impacts of 
regulation.   

A continuation of formal regulation at Gatwick will inevitably result in the airport’s 
conduct and performance being primarily influenced by regulatory incentives and not 
by competitive forces.  Given the CAA’s stated objective (and soon to be statutory 
duty) to promote competition between airports the CAA will need to give careful 
consideration to the interaction between regulation and competition. 

We are looking to the CAA to give a very clear steer in Spring 2012 on a no 
dominance finding for Gatwick and to reach a firm conclusion as quickly as possible.  
This will allow the business to plan on a firmer basis and to commence contract 
based, commercial discussions with its customers.  Anything less will effectively pre-
determine a regulated outcome for Gatwick as it will force us to make preparations 
for possible regulation and therefore deny us the space to progress commercial 
discussions. 

Case study: Australian Airport Regulation 

Since 2002 Australian Airports have effectively been deregulated but subject to 
monitoring and periodic review as to whether the system is working. Two reviews 
(the most recent still at draft stage) have supported continuation of the system 
with a number of modifications and it is broadly accepted as an improvement on 
the previous, more traditional and  interventionist system. It has some relevance 
to the current discussion because it has allowed the development of commercial 
contracts between airports and airlines despite the monopoly characteristics of 
the airports involved. This appears to be due to the regulator effectively standing 
far enough back to allow such commercial interactions to take place. However, it 
is also worth noting that: 

• The airports involved would be likely to be assessed as dominant given the 
geography of Australia. An intervention more intrusive than required for a 
more competitive airport market could have been justified; and 

• Despite the existence of contracts there remain issues between airports and 
airlines as there do in many commercial situations. 

The periodic PC reviews have themselves provided some distracting regulatory 
focus but of a much shorter and less intrusive nature than regulatory reviews in 
the UK. 
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